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Association for Canadian Studies in the United States

1) President / Président
   George T. Sulzner, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

2) Constitution
   (year/année)
   1971

3) Canadian Studies Centres /
   Centres d’études canadiennes
   (number/nombre)
   67 university programs, 6 regional Canadian studies associations.

4) Members / Membres
   (number/nombre)
   Individual/Individuel : 578
   Institutional/Institutionnel : 199

5) Web site / Site Web
   www.acsus.org

6) Activités / Activities
   (conference, colloquia, etc./
   conférence, colloques, etc.)
   Seminar in Canada for U.S. MBA students in partnership with the
   School of Management at the University of Ottawa, the Canadian
   Embassy and Consulates in the U.S., June 5-10, 2005.
   Canada in Colorado. National level curriculum development
   workshops to provide academics and K-12 educators in different
   regions the tools and resources to build Canadian studies content into
   course curricula, September, 2005, Denver, CO.
   18th Biennial ACSUS Conference, Millennium Hotel, St. Louis, MO,
   November 16—20, 2005.
   American Review of Canadian Studies (ARCS) examines Canada
   and the Canadian point of view from a decidedly American
   perspective.
   ARCS Thomas O. Enders Special Issue on the State of the Canada-
   United States Relationship, 2005
   Introductory text in Canadian studies (in production)
   Oral-history and archival research on the history of ACSUS
   (publication in development)
   Proceedings from the 5th ACSUS in Canada Colloquium
   Multidisciplinary web based course syllabi bank and bibliographies
   in Canadian studies
   Canadian Studies Update newsletter

7) Publications
   (books, journals, proceedings,
   etc./ livres, revues, actes, etc.)
   American Review of Canadian Studies
   (ARCS) examines Canada and the Canadian point of view from a decidedly American
   perspective.
   ARCS Thomas O. Enders Special Issue on the State of the Canada-
   United States Relationship, 2005
   Introductory text in Canadian studies (in production)
   Oral-history and archival research on the history of ACSUS
   (publication in development)
   Proceedings from the 5th ACSUS in Canada Colloquium
   Multidisciplinary web based course syllabi bank and bibliographies
   in Canadian studies
   Canadian Studies Update newsletter

8) Youth / Jeunes
   (awards, theses, prizes, etc./
   prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)
   The Jeanne Kissner Undergraduate Essay Award recognizes
   an undergraduate essay that presents a scholarly exploration of
   any Canadian studies theme. The competition is open to all
   undergraduates in the U.S. who are U.S. citizens or permanent
   residents of the U.S. enrolled in a course in Canadian studies
   during the two years preceding the biennial ACSUS
   Conference.
   ACSUS honors outstanding doctoral research on Canada at
   American institutions. The ACSUS Distinguished Dissertation
   Award is granted biennially in conjunction with the
   Association's national conference.
9) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres

Simon Fraser University, University of Washington, Western Washington University for the 5th interdisciplinary ACSUS-in-Canada colloquium, “Convergence and Divergence in North America,” Vancouver, October 29-30, 2004;


Seminar in Canada for U.S. MBA students in partnership with the School of Management at the University of Ottawa, the Canadian Embassy and Consulates in the U.S., June 5-10, 2005.

ACSUS has partnered with the Association of American Geographers and the Canadian Studies Specialty Group to leverage the specialty group on a national scale. Co-sponsored plenary at the annual AAG meeting, Denver, April 6, 2005.

10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC
(number and type/nombre et type)

Canadian Studies Conference Grant Recipients, 2004-05 (6)

Canadian Studies Program Enhancement Grant Recipients 2004-05 : (38)

11) Research / Recherches
(principal areas and projects/sujets principaux et projets)

ACSUS hosts the Thomas O. Enders Endowment established to encourage advanced scholarship on Canada and Canadian–U.S. relations on diverse bilateral issues. Among its projects, the Endowment supports a fellowship for up to nine months at a university in Canada.

ACSUS honors outstanding doctoral research on Canada at American institutions. The ACSUS Distinguished Dissertation Award is granted biennially in conjunction with the Association's national conference.

The Donner Medal in Canadian Studies is presented biennially by The Association for Canadian Studies in the United States (ACSUS) for distinguished achievement, scholarship and program innovation in the area of Canadian Studies in the United States.

Rufus Z. Smith Award recognizing a distinguished article published in The American Review of Canadian Studies (ARCS).

Introductory text in Canadian studies (in production)

12) Up-coming activities/events / Activités/événements à venir

Seminar in Canada for U.S. MBA students in partnership with the School of Management at the University of Ottawa, the Canadian Embassy and Consulates in the U.S., June 5-10, 2005.

Canada in Colorado. National level curriculum development workshops to provide academics and K-12 educators in different regions the tools and resources to build Canadian studies content into course curricula, September, 2005, Denver, CO.

18th Biennial ACSUS Conference, Millennium Hotel, St. Louis, MO, November 16—20, 2005.
ACSUS recently launched a new program, the ACSUS Fund for the Arts, with the support of Foreign Affairs Canada, to support a number of arts and literary events promoting the diversity and multicultural nature of Canadian society at U.S. universities and colleges.

The fund was established by members and friends of ACSUS to build a sustainable Fund for the Future that will be used strategically to enhance Canadian Studies in the U.S. With the assistance of a matching grant made available by Foreign Affairs Canada in 2004, and through a proactive inside campaign, ACSUS has been successful in raising over US$45,000 to date from its membership.

ACSUS has introduced a new honor: The ACSUS Citizenship Award—to recognize an individual who has gone above and beyond the call of duty through his/her volunteerism at ACSUS and who has contributed to the long term economic development of ACSUS.

ACSUS has established a separate fund for an ARCS endowment. The endowment will be formally established once a critical mass of funding has been reached.
Association d’études canadiennes

1) President / Président
Hector Mackenzie

2) Constitution
(year/année)
1973

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes
(number/nombre)

4) Members / Membres
Individual/Individuel : 357
Institutional/Institutionnel : 78

5) Web site / Site Web
www.acs-aec.ca

6) Activités / Activities
Conférence annuelle, Symposium de recherche canado-américain, autres conférences thématiques, programme d’accueil des universitaires chinois, etc.

7) Publications
Magazines Thèmes canadiens et Diversité canadienne

8) Youth / Jeunes
Bourse de voyage de recherche - cycles supérieurs
Appui au congrès étudiant

9) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres

10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC
3 bourses :
- Certificat de mérite de l’AEC
- Bourse de voyage de recherche - cycles supérieurs
- Appui au congrès étudiant

11) Research / Recherches
(sujets principaux et projets)

12) Up-coming activities/events / Activités/événements à venir
- Symposium Canada-Japon, Japon, juin 2005
- Symposium canado-américain de recherche, New York, septembre 2005
- Conférence biennale : Les nouveaux territoires de notre passé : Les 100 ans de l’Alberta et de la Saskatchewan dans la confédération, Edmonton, Alberta, 28-30 octobre 2005,
- Symposium sur la 2e guerre mondiale, Edmonton, 29 octobre 2005
- Réunion des administrateurs de programmes en études canadiennes, Edmonton, octobre 2005
- Conférence des jeunes, Edmonton, octobre 2005

13) Summary statistics / Sommaire statistique
(e.g. number of theses, agreements, courses, seminars/p.)
14) Other / Autres
(agreements, important news, etc./
(accords, nouveautés, etc.)

(Maximum 3 pages)
# British Association for Canadian Studies (BACS)

1) **President / Président**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004–2006</td>
<td>Dr Itesh Sachdev</td>
<td>Department of Applied Linguistics, Birkbeck College, 43 Gordon Square, London WC1H 0PD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

President-Elect (2005–06):
Professor Rachel Killick, University of Leeds

2) **Constitution (year/année)**


3) **Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes (number/nombre)**

- Centres of Canadian Studies: Edinburgh, Leeds, Birmingham, Birkbeck College London, Institute of Commonwealth Studies London and Queen’s University Belfast.
- Canadian Studies Programs at Hull, Nottingham, Sussex.
- Regional groupings: London Conference for Canadian Studies, Canadian Studies in Wales Group, South-West Canadian Studies Group.

4) **Members / Membres (number/nombre)**

- Individual/Individuel: 318
- Institutional/Institutionnel: 125

5) **Web site / Site Web**

www.canadian-studies.net

6) **Activités / Activities (conference, colloquia, etc./conférence, colloques, etc.)**

11–14 April 2005, *Small Nations, Big Neighbours*, BACS 30th annual conference, held jointly in 2005 with the New Zealand Studies Association. 110 participants including HE Mr Mel Cappe, High Commissioner for Canada, Ms Suzanne Blumhardt, Deputy High Commissioner for New Zealand, Mr George MacLaren, Agent General for Quebec in London. The conference was also attended by ICCS President-Elect, Mr Christopher Rolfe.

Keynote speakers:
- Professor Maureen Baker, University of Auckland, *Migration, International Agreements and the ‘Post-Divorce Family’ in New Zealand and Canada*
- Professor Sahadeo Basdeo, Okanagan University College, *Canada Promoting Democracy in Small Nations: Focus on Haiti in the Caribbean*
- Professor Pasale de Souza, Johns Hopkins University, *When Small Nations are Big Neighbours: An Exploration of Maori and First Nations Land Issues*
- Professor Ged Martin, Shanacoole County Waterford, *‘That is just what we do not want’: Exploring the Canada–New Zealand Comparison*
- Mr Miles Richardson, Haida Gwaii, *BC First Nations: The Haida, Treaties and Evolving Relationships*
- Professor Jennifer Welsh, Somerville College Oxford, *Canada’s Global Role in the 21st Century: Beyond Middle Power*
7) Publications (books, journals, proceedings, etc./ livres, revues, actes, etc.)

- *British Journal of Canadian Studies*, 2 issues per year
- *BACS Newsletter*, 3 issues per year
- *BACS E-News*, electronic news bulletin, monthly
- *Focus on Quebec*, occasional series

8) Youth / Jeunes (awards, theses, prizes, etc./ prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)

One student attended the ICCS Western Seminar in 2004. Both BACS and the BACS Literature Group make awards to allow a number of students to attend conferences throughout the year.

In 2005 BACS funded the attendance at its annual conference of two students from the University of Szeged, Hungary.

9) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres

**Quebec Studies Seminar Series**

In February 2005, three members of BACS Council attended the European Network for Canadian Studies meeting in Grainau.

10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC (number and type/nombre et type)

- Molson Research Awards – 5
- Ontario Bicentennial Award – none in 2005
- Prix du Québec – one faculty, one postgraduate

11) Research / Recherches (principal areas and projects/ sujets principaux et projets)

BACS has the following specialist subject groups:
- Aboriginal Studies Circle
- Canadian Business and Economic Studies
- Canada/UK Architecture Group
- Groupe de recherches et d’études sur le Canada français
- History Group
- Library and Resources Group (LARG)
- Literature Group
- UK/Canadian Legal Studies Group

12) Up-coming activities/events / Activités/événements à venir

- 24 June 2005, Canada-UK Perspectives on International Law, annual conference of the UK/Canadian Legal Studies Group
- 14 May 2005, annual conference of le Groupe de recherches et d’études sur le Canada français, keynote speaker, Professor Brian Young, McGill University
- 14th European Graduate Seminar in Canadian Studies, conference sub-theme *Visualising Violence*, 8-11 September 2005, York St John, hosted by the Centre of Canadian Studies, University of Leeds

*Migrations*, BACS 31st Annual Conference, 20-22 April 2006, venue to be announced

13) Summary statistics / Sommaire statistique

14) Other / Autres (agreements, important news, etc./ accords, nouveautés, etc.)

September 2004: Access Canada, the UK portal to Canadian Studies launched; [www.canadian-studies.net/accesscanada/](http://www.canadian-studies.net/accesscanada/)

On 10 June 2005 BACS will be holding a meeting at Canada House, London, to consider the future of Canadian Studies in the UK; a report will be published as part of the BACS Sustained Studies project, *Academic relations and new technologies in a changing world: Britain and Canada 1970–2010*
ASSOCIATION FRANÇAISE D’ÉTUDES CANADIENNES (AFEC)
RAPPORT 2004-2005 de Jacques-Guy PETIT Président, et Annick MONNERIE Attachée culturelle

1) President/Président
PETIT Jacques-Guy

2) Constitution
(année)
1976

3) Canadian Studies/Centres
Centres d’études canadiennes
(number/hombre)
18

4) Members/Membres
(number/hombre)
Individual/Individuel : 214
Institutional/Institutionnel : 141
TOTAL : 355

5) Web site / Site Web
www.afec33.asso.fr

6) Activités / Activités
(conference, colloquia, etc./
conference, colloques, etc.)

Octobre 2004, Université d’Angers, organisé par Laurent LEPALUDIER, angliciste : "Le mois canadien" à la Bibliothèque anglophone d’Angers : Une exposition de livres sur le Canada et d’auteurs canadiens s’est tenue tout le mois d’octobre.

14 octobre conférence de 18h30 à 20h : par Héliane VENTURA, spécialiste de la littérature canadienne avec un éclairage sur Alice Munro. « Images et magic dans la nouvelle canadienne »

En partenariat avec le CERPECA (CEC’Angers)

- 10-11 décembre 2004 : Colloque du CEC de Bordeaux 3 : "La Rue dans la littérature, les arts, les sciences humaines au Canada."

- Les 3 février et 3 mars 2005, Université de Nantes : Séminaires du CEC en Sciences Humaines pour les Master et doctorants (80 étudiants) de l’Ecole Doctorale

- Anne-Marie MIRAGLIA, du département de Français de Waterloo est intervenue sur "L’écriture multiculturelle chez les Québécoises" (en présence en plus des 25 étudiants canadiens du programme Trent-Toronto-Waterloo.

- Ana-Lucia PARANHOS, étudiante en Master à l’Université de Sao Paulo (en visite au CEC de Nantes pour 2 ans), a présenté son travail de recherche (sous la direction de Zila BERND présidente de ICCS) sur "L’écriture de Nicole Brossard et le concept d’Americanité."

- 17 et 18 mars 2005, Journées Inuit à l’Université de Rouen : Colloque organisé par l’IPEC (l’Institut Pluridisciplinaire d’Études Canadiennes) "Les Inuit de l’Arctique canadien et leurs voisins du monde circumpolaire: langue, culture, représentations".

Rapport AMAFEC-CIEC, 2004-2005, 15/04/05 15:04
10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC (number and type nombre et type)

7 BREC (Bourse de Recherche en Études Canadiennes) obtenues par les membres de l’AFEC : FLEURET Sébastien, (Angers), HERRITIER Stéphane (Savoie, Grenoble), JAUMAIN Serge, (ULB), LE JEUNE Françoise (Nantes), MAUZE Marie (CNRS Paris), PERROT Marie-Eve, (Orléans), RIGAL-CELLARD Bernadette (Bordeaux 3).

11) Research / Recherches (principal areas and projects/ sujets principaux et projets)

- Nouvelle recherche en histoire sociale comparée « France Canada » (CEC d’Angers, CEC de l’ULB, McGill (Brian Young) et UQAM (J.M. Fecteau), en collaboration avec l’Association Espagnole d’Études Canadiennes.

12) Up-coming activities/events Activités/événements à venir

Du 21 au 23 avril 2005 : Université Paris 3/Sorbonne Nouvelle: Colloque international du CEC, organisé par Marta Dvorak et Christine Lorre : “Tropes and Territory: Reading Postcolonial short Fiction” avec la participation de Mavis GALLANT

Du 8 au 10 juin 2006 : Colloque des 30 ans de l’AFEC : “Parcs nationaux et régionaux, grands espaces et nature sauvage au Canada et en France”. Colloque organisé à Saumur par André-Louis Sanguin et le CEC d’Angers, en partenariat avec la ville de Saumur, située dans le Val de Loire, à 60 km d’Angers.


13) Summary statistics / (e.g. number of theses, agreements, courses, Sommaire statistique P. ex. nombre d’accords, thèses, cours, séminaires)

cours, seminars/ - Nombre de thèses en cours : plus de 50

- Nombre d’accords : une soixantaine

- Nombre de cours dans les universités : les CEC sont très actifs dans ce domaine et, pour les seuls cours à contenu 100% canadien, en moyenne annuelle :

12 cours de 1e cycle, avec 500 étudiants :
20 cours de 2e cycle, avec 600 étudiants :
8 cours de 3e cycle, avec 200 étudiants soit 40 cours et 1300 étudiants

Pour les cours seulement à contenu canadien, en moyenne annuelle : 90 cours et 3600 étudiants

14) Other / (agreements, important news, etc./ Autres (accords, nouveautés, etc.)


- 10 mars 2005 : dans le Grand Salon de la Sorbonne : Remise des Insignes de Docteur Honoris Causa à Margaret Atwood, par l’université Paris III-Sorbonne Nouvelle. « Cet événement souligne la renommée internationale d’une grande écrivaine canadienne. Les actions des canadienistes français ont été déterminantes pour la faire connaître davantage en France ».

(voir photos en Annexe)
7) Publications
(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)


- Bulletins d'Information/Newsletter n°107-108-109

PUBLICATIONS DES MEMBRES


VOIR LES AUTRES LIVRES EN ANNEXE CI-JOINT

COUVERTURE PDF : (Stéphanie ANGERS et Gérard FABRE - André MAGORD - Marcienne ROCARD et Michèle KALTEMBACK).

8) Youth (awards, theses, prizes, etc. / Jeunes prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)

- Prix de la meilleure thèse
  - Sirma BILGE a obtenu le Prix du CIEC pour : "Communalisations ethniques post-migratoires : le cas des "Turcs" de Montréal", thèse soutenue devant l'Université Paris 3-Sorbonne Nouvelle, dirigée par Jean-Michel Lacroix.

- Bourse de rédaction de thèse
  - Raphaël EPPEH-BUTET, doctorant à l'Université Paris 3-Sorbonne Nouvelle a obtenu la bourse du CIEC.

- Deux Prix AFEC 2005 du meilleur mémoire de master/maitrise en études canadiennes.
  - Anne-Emilie RABIN, de l'Université d'Angers, sujet : "L'honnête homme au tribunal : La Cour civile et criminelle du Sénanque de Ste Hyacinthe (Québec) 1900-1928." Travaillé d'histoire dirigé par Jacques-Guy Petit et Christine Hudon (Université de Sherbrooke).
  - Alexandra WOLBER, de l'Université d'Orléans, sujet : "The Visual elements in Margaret Atwood's The Edible Woman and Cat'sEye", travail de littérature canadienne angloise dirigé par Hélène Ventura.

- Réseaux internationaux de recherche (RIR), Claudine MOISE (Univ. d'Avignon) et Monica HELLER (Univ. de Toronto) ont obtenu la bourse d'AEF pour leur projet de recherche commun.

9) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres


- Collaboration entre les Centres d'études Canadiennes en France dans le cadre du circuit du programme des conférenciers gérés par l'AFEC.

-Carolyn SHIELDS de UBC, civilisationniste, circuit du 27 février au 5 mars entre les CEC de Nantes, Toulouse et Strasbourg.

-William H. NEW Professor Emeritus a UBC, circuit du 19 avril au 3 mai entre les CEC de Rouen, Paris 3, Dijon.

- Collaboration entre le CEC de l'Université de Valenciennes (CMEC), et le CEC de l'Université Libre de Bruxelles pour le colloque 2005 de l'AFEC : "Banlieues au Canada et en Europe : une perspective comparée".

Rapport AFEC-CIEC, 2004-2005,15/04/05 14:55
Remise du doctorat Honoris Causa à Margaret Atwood dans le Grand Salon de la Sorbonne, 10 mars 2005. (Cliché AM)

Le Canada : nouveaux défis
Canada Revisited

Sous la direction de
Michèle KALTERMAGGI et Marjolaine BORGARD

ÉDITIONS UNIVERSITAIRES DU SUD
## Italian Association for Canadian Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) President / Président</th>
<th>Giovanni DOTOLI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2) Constitution</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(year/année)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d'études canadiennes (number/nombre)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Members / Membres</td>
<td>Individual/Individuel : 206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(number/nombre)</td>
<td>Institutional/Institutionnel : 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Web site / Site Web</td>
<td><a href="http://www.aiscan.it/">http://www.aiscan.it/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Activities / Activities (conference, colloquia, etc./conférence, colloques, etc.)</td>
<td>Culture e letterature di lingua francese in Canada (May 17-19, 2004); Oltre la Storia/Beyond History/Au delà de l'histoire (May 20-22, 2004); &quot;Yankee Go Home&quot; Il modello Culturale USA in Italia ed in Canada (20-21 Oct., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Publications</td>
<td>Sexual Orientation in Canadian Law. Ed. by E. Ceccherini (Milan: Giuffré, 2004); Rivista di studi canadesi / Canadian studies review / Revue d'études canadiennes (No. 17); I colori del Canada. Ed. by G. Dotoli (Fasano : Schena, 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Youth / Jeunes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(awards, theses, prizes, etc./prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres</td>
<td>Multiculturalisme, Religion et Éducation au Canada (Paris, May 21-22, 2004) Centre d'études canadiennes, Université de Paris III/Sorbonne Nouvelle - Centre de Recherche en Etudes Canadiennes et sur l'époque de l'expansion européenne de l'Université de Gênes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC (number and type/nombre et type)</td>
<td>5 FEP - 5 FRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Research / Recherches (principal areas and projects/sujets principaux et projets)</td>
<td>Literature, law, history, geography, architecture,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) Up-coming activities/events / Activités/événements à venir</td>
<td>Canada: le rotte della libertà / les routes de la liberté (Monopoli, Oct. 6-8, 2005)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
13) Summary statistics / Sommaire statistique
(e.g. number of theses, agreements, courses, seminars/p. ex. nombre d'accords, thèses, cours, séminaires)

14) Other / Autres
(agreements, important news, etc./ (accords, nouveautés, etc.)

Number of theses: 24
Courses: 15
Seminars: 35

(Maximum 3 pages)
# Japanese Association for Canadian Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) President / Président</th>
<th>Hiroaki Kato, Professor of Political Science at Daito Bunka University, Tokyo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2) Constitution</strong></td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(year/année)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d'études canadiennes</strong></td>
<td>Three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(number/nombre)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4) Members / Membres</strong></td>
<td>Individual/Individuel : approximately 350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(number/nombre)</td>
<td>Institutional/Institutionnel : 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**5) Web site / Site Web</td>
<td><a href="http://www.jacs.jp">http://www.jacs.jp</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6) Activités / Activities</strong></td>
<td>The 29th Annual Conference held in September 2004 on the occasion of our 25th anniversary in Hayama, Japan. Prof. Zila Bernd, President of ICCS, attended. The sessions consisted of four: &quot;Open Topics&quot;, &quot;Canada After 9.11&quot;, &quot;The Latest in Immigration Studies&quot;, and &quot;Gender and Public Policies&quot;. 10 papers in addition to a keynote speech presented. The symposium entitled &quot;Current State and Issues of Canadian Studies: Japan, Canada, and the World&quot; held. Approximately 100 people convened including Canadian Ambassador to Japan and Governor of Kanagawa Prefecture. Colloquia held throughout Japan in Regional Chapters and/or by the Young Canadian Research Group from April of 2004 to March of 2005: 25 papers read. Selected topics, for example, were: &quot;Canadian Copyright Law&quot;, &quot;Inuit Art&quot;, &quot;Forming a multi-cultural society: What we can learn from Canadian history&quot; and so on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(conference, colloquia, etc./conférence, colloques, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8) Youth / Jeunes</strong></td>
<td>non</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(awards, theses, prizes, etc./prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres</strong></td>
<td>Canada Seminar, 5 series on Canadian studies, held in Nagoya, Aichi in October, 2004, in collaboration with the Centre for International Studies of Aichi Gakuin University. Participation in the Japanese Studies Association of Canada (JSAC) Conference held on 15-17 Oct. 2004 in Victoria, B.C. It allowed the good opportunity to re-examine about Japan-Canada relations including Canadian studies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC
(number and type/nombre et type)
4 Canadian scholars invited to Japan: Prof. Joseph F. Kess, Univ of Victoria; Prof. Manuel Crespo, Univ. de Montreal; Prof. Richard Simeon, Univ of Toronto; Prof. Henry V. Nelles, McMaster Univ. as Cultural Personalities Exchange Programme funded by Canadian Government.

11) Research / Recherches
(principal areas and projects/sujets principaux et projets)
political science, sociology, literature (English and Quebec), pedagogy, history, immigration, law and Quebec studies.

12) Up-coming activities/events / Activités/événements à venir
The 30th Annual Conference to be held at Kobe International University, Kobe, Japan, on September 17-18, 2005.

13) Summary statistics / Sommaire statistique
(e.g. number of theses, agreements, courses, seminars/p. ex. nombre d’accords, thèses, cours, séminaires)
According to our survey, courses in Canadian studies at universities or colleges in Japan are available at approximately 50 institutions, as of Jan. 2004.
Courses with 100% Canadian content → 34 institutions
50-99% Canadian content → 8 institutions
less than 49% → 7 institutions
Symposium, "Wisdom of Diversity", to be held at Aichi Gakuin University in collaboration with Canadian Heritage, Association for Canadian Studies, and Aichi Gakuin University, on 27 June, 2005, on the occasion of the 2005 EXPO Aichi, Japan. Japanese Canadianists and Canadian scholars to be participated.

14) Other / Autres
(agreements, important news, etc./accords, nouveautés, etc.)

(Maximum 3 pages)
Gesellschaft für Kanadastudien e.V. - GKS

1) President / Président

Prof. Dr. Alfred PLETSCH, (Term Mandate: February 2007)
Präsident/President/Président, Philipps-Universität Marburg,
FB Geographie, Deutschhausstr. 10, 35037 Marburg, Germany,
Tel.: ++49 (0)6421-28-24295, Fax: ++49 (0)6421-28-28950,
E-mail: pletsch@staff.uni-marburg.de
Secretariat: David Bosold, E-mail: bosold@staff.uni-marburg.de,
Tel.: ++49 (0)6421-28-24362, Fax: ++49 (0)6421-28-28991

2) Constitution
(year/année)

1979 (constitution: 1980)

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes
(number/nombre)

20 (Canadian and Quebec Studies)

4) Members / Membres
(number/nombre)

GKS Members (March 2005)
Total Number: 627
Individual/Individuel : 610
Institutional/Institutionnel : 17

5) Web site / Site Web

www.kanada-studien.de

6) Activités / Activities
(conference, colloquia, etc./conférence, colloques, etc.)

Annual conference, 25-27 February 2005, Grainau:
Nachdenken über das Soziale: Global, Lokal, Individuell /
Rethinking the Social: Global, Local, Individual / Repenser le Social: Global, Local, Individuel

All conferences organized by GKS members are published at
http://www.kanada-studien.de/News/Mitteilung/mitteilungshefte.html

Zeitschrift für Kanada-Studien - Journal of the GKS:
45, Udo Kempf and Reingard M. Nischik (eds.), ISSN 0944-7008, ISBN 3-89639-447-9

Mitteilungsheft – Membership newsletter
Mitteilungsheft 2/2004 (online-pdf-document) &
Mitteilungsheft 1/2005 (online and print version available)

7) Publications
/books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)

Some Publications by members of the GKS
Susemihl, Geneviève, “…and it became my home.”: die Assimilation und Integration der deutsch-jüdischen Hitlerflüchtlinge in New York und Toronto [the assimilation and integration of German-Jewish refugees in New York and Toronto], Münster: LIT Verlag, 2004, 382 p., ISBN 3-8258-8035-4

8) Youth / Jeunes
(awards, theses, prizes, etc./
prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)

I. Förderpreise der GKS
Yvonne Völkl, Graz, Diploma, “Die austro-francokanadische Schriftstellerin Monique Bosco und ihre Frühwerke“
Robert Kirstein, Potsdam, MA, “Urbanisierung des Ottawa Valleys und der Verlust sprachlicher Vielfalt“

II. GKS-Auszeichnung
Cornelie Kuttig, Kiel, State examination, “Montreal in modern Jewish-Canadian Fiction”

III. Jürgen Saße-Preis
Ina Arens, Greifswald, MA, Decolonising Métis Literature: Nationalism, Eurocentrism and Nativism in works by Maria Campbell and Beatrice Culleton

IV. Prix d’Excellence du Gouvernement du Québec

V. ENCS-Förderpreis
Irina Schmitt, Bremen, Ph.D., “Transfer kultureller Praxen und Normen im internationalen Vergleich: einheimische und eingewanderte Jugendliche zwischen Elternhaus, Schule und Peer Group“

9) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres

Board meetings of the ICCS and the ENCS at the annual conference in Grainau
‘Joint ventures’ CPEP/Outreach

10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC
(number and type/nombre et type)

1. Annual GKS grant 2005-2006 (in progress)
2. CPEP 2004/2005
3. Outreach
4. Outreach: Working Breakfast in Grainau
5. Virtual Canadian Studies / Reference Library
6. VCS Coordinator
7. New Bundesländer Visiting Professorships
8. New Survey of the Centres
9. GKS grant 2004-2005

11) Research / Recherches
(principal areas and projects/
sujets principaux et projets)

Lehmkuhl, Ursula; Markus Kaim (ed) Canada, Germany and
their Relations to the United States: Challenges and Options for the Transatlantic Partnership at the Beginning of the 21st Century (Publication project)
Klooß, Wolfgang, *Literaturgeschichte Kanadas* [History of Canadian Literature], (Publication Project)
Glaap, Albert-Reiner (Düsseldorf), *Jewish Issues in Contemporary Canadian Plays* (Publication project)
Sielke, Sabine (Bonn), *Canadian Pop Cultures*
Groß, Konrad (Kiel), *Ecocritical Images of the Canadian North.*
Hoerder, Dirk (Bremen/Paris) „To Know Our Many Selves – Changing Across Time and Space“: From the Study of Canada to Canadian Studies
Second Graduate Students’ Seminar for Canadian Studies in German-speaking countries, organized by the Young Scholars’ Forum of the GKS, 8-10 June 2005, Berlin (in co-operation with the John F. Kennedy-Institut für Nordamerikastudien, Freie Universität Berlin, and the Canadian Universities’ Centre, Berlin)
Canadian Literature Day: “Imag(in)ing Canada: Film, Theory and Digital Media”, 16-17 June 2005, Marburg University
About 200 seminars in various areas
Habilitation projects: 3 in progress
Dissertation projects/Ph.D.: 32 in progress, 8 concluded
MA, Diploma: 31 concluded

After more than 14 years, 28 issues and over 300 articles published Reingard Nischik and Udo Kempf have resigned as editors of the *Zeitschrift für Kanada-Studien*. The new editorial team consists of Ingrid Neumann-Holzschuh, Wilfried von Bredow and Peter Doerrenbaecher.
In addition, all back issues of the *Zeitschrift* have been digitalised and are now accessible online at the website of the GKS.
The “Virtual Canadian Reference Library/Database of Online Canadiana” (interdisciplinary database), available at: http://www.ub.uni-marburg.de/digibib/canadiana.php and the e-learning module “Virtual Canadian Studies”, available at: http://www.kanada-studien.de/Vrl.htm are now accessible online and were supported by a FAC grant.

(Minimum 3 pages)
# Association of Canadian Studies in Ireland (ACSI)

1) **President / Président**
   - Martin Howard, University College, Cork

2) **Constitution**
   - (year/année)
   - 1982

3) **Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes**
   - (number/nombre)
   - - University College, Dublin (Director designate: Michael Brophy)
   - - Center for Labrador and Newfoundland Studies, Waterford Institute of Technology (Director: John Ennis)

4) **Members / Membres**
   - (number/nombre)
   - Individual/Individuel : 110
   - Institutions/Instituts : 6

5) **Web site / Site Web**
   - http://homepage.eircom.net/~acsi/index.html

6) **Activités / Activities**
   - (conference, colloquia, etc./conférence, colloques, etc.)
   - - International Research Symposium organised by Martin Howard around the theme of 'Language in Society : Canada / Ireland’, held in Dublin in April 2005. Invited Canadianist plenary speakers included Françoise Mougeon, Raymond Mougeon, Leigh Oakes, Vera Regan, Itesh Sachdev. The Commissioner for Official Languages in Ireland, Seán Ó’Cuirréain, also spoke at the event, following on his Canadian counterpart, Dyane Adam, who spoke at ACSI’s conference in 2004. Speakers at the event dealt with diverse aspects of the theme, including language policy and planning, minority language issues in Ontario, immigrant language issues, linguistic variation, and language education.
   - - Seminar organised by Martin Howard on Canada’s French Immersion Programs, held at Trinity College, Dublin in April 2005. Guest-speaker : Merrill Swain, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education of the University of Toronto

7) **Publications**
   - (books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)
   - - ‘Intercultural Dialogue : Canada and the Other’ edited by Martin Howard (manuscript submitted to publisher)
   - - ‘Focus on Language in Canada’, edited by Martin Howard, (under review)
   - - ACSI Newsletter, edited by Martin Howard (monthly)

8) **Youth / Jeunes**
   - (awards, theses, prizes, etc./prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)
   - - Mary Haslam ‘Le Québec et l’Irlande au 19ème siècle : une analogie parfaite ?’ Doctoral thesis, National University of Ireland at Galway (Thesis supervisor : Pádraig Ó’Gormaile)
   - - Anne-Claire Nash ‘La verve rabelaisienne dans un corpus de romans québécois’, Doctoral thesis, Trinity College, Dublin (Thesis supervisor : David Parris)
   - - Karen Fricker, Doctoral thesis on the plays of Robert Lepage, Trinity College, Dublin
   - - Declan Walsh, National University of Ireland at Galway:
ICCS Conference Student Participation Award / NUI-Galway post-graduate award for doctoral research on the impact of Canada’s Official Language Policy
- Mary Haslam, National University of Ireland at Galway: Travel grant to present paper at European Network for Canadian Studies Student Seminar, Szeged (Hungary), October 2004
- Ireland-Canada University Foundation Grants (results pending)

9) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres

ACSI members spoke at international Canadian Studies conferences, including the ICCS Biennial Conference (M Conrick, K Fricker, M Howard, A-M Leclerc, G Martin); the European Network for Canadian Studies Student Seminar (M Haslam); and the BACS Annual Conference (M Howard, G Martin, J Rodgers). Further, ACSI Members are actively engaged in a range of research projects involving a number of Centers, Institutions, and other National Associations for Canadian Studies as exemplified in the following:
- Maeve Conrick gave a number of invited lectures, including ‘The modernisation of French in Canada (Acadia and Quebec): An analysis of the use of feminised titles and texts in job advertisements’ at the University of Limerick, October 2004. Publications in a number of Canadianist collections, including F Royall (ed) Contemporary French Cultures and Societies (Peter Lang); C Morgan & C Rolfe (eds) Focus on Quebec (BACS); A Stuhlmann, G Hoffman, P Studer (eds) Language, Text, Bildung (Peter Lang); G Clermont & J Gallant (eds) La Modernité en Acadie (Université de Moncton).
- Ged Martin gave an invited plenary paper at the annual conference of the British Association for Canadian Studies, Canterbury, April 2005.
- Helen O’Neill was visiting professor at Economics University, Budapest (Hungary) in April 2005.
- Simon Potter was visiting researcher at Institute of Canadian Studies, University of Ottawa, September / October 2004. While there, he gave the Institute’s second fall lecture, entitled ‘The BBC, the CBC and the 1939 royal tour of Canada’.
- Vera Regan, visiting professor at the Department of Sociolinguistics, University of Ottawa, October-November 2004. Guest lecture at the Center for Language and Communication Studies, Trinity College, Dublin, April 2005 on ‘Second Language Acquisition in Ireland and Canada’. Guest Editor of a special issue of the Journal of Sociolinguistics (2004), with contributions by a number of Canadian colleagues. Other publications in Journal of Educational Thought (2004), published by the School of Education at Calgary University.

- Apart from the activities of such members of ACSI, a number of associations were represented at ACSI events in 2004-5, including the Presidents of the British and Nordic Associations for Canadian Studies, as well as members of the Associations for Canadian Studies in Canada, the US, and German-speaking countries, as well as the Brazilian, British, French, Italian, Mexican, and Spanish Associations.

10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC

(number and type/nombre et type)
Faculty Research Award (3); Faculty Endowment Award (1); CPEP Award; FAC Association Grant

11) Research / Recherches

(principal areas and projects/sujets principaux et projets)
Language and Linguistics; Anglophone Literature; Francophone Literature; History; Economic Development; Sociology; Media Studies; Geography; Newfoundland and Labrador Studies

12) Up-coming activities/events / Activités/événements à venir
- ACSI’s XIIIth Biennial International Conference, to be held in Galway in spring 2006. Conference theme: ‘Canada: at home and abroad’. Call for papers to be issued shortly. Contact: Martin Howard

13) Summary statistics / Sommaire statistique

(e.g. number of theses, agreements, courses, seminars/p. ex. nombre d’accords, thèses, cours, séminaires)
A number of international seminars took place around a Canadian invited speaker in each of the universities, such as University College, Cork (Gary Genosko); Trinity College, Dublin (Sherry Simon / Merrill Swain / John Edwards); University of Limerick (John Edwards)

- Award of Pierre Savard Prize to Ged Martin for his book on ‘Past Futures : The Impossible Necessity of History’ University of Toronto Press
- Inter-university agreement signed between University College, Cork and Memorial University of Newfoundland. Previous existing agreements involve, for example, University of Ottawa and University College, Cork, and Memorial University of Newfoundland and Waterford Institute of Technology.
- Appointment of Ged Martin to Board of Center for Labrador and Newfoundland Studies at Waterford Institute of Technology
- ACSI members have held a number of prestigious international awards in 2004-5, including:
Karen Fricker, Trinity College, Dublin: ICCS Student Award (Research in Montreal on Robert Lepage)
Martin Howard, University College, Cork: Government of Ireland Research Fellow (Research in Montreal on Linguistic Variation in Quebecois French, and for a book on French-English Bilingualism)
Simon Potter, National University of Ireland at Galway: Government of Ireland Research Fellow (Research in Ottawa on historical developments of the Canadian press, further supported by a Government of Ireland Projects Grant, and FAC Research Grant)
Vera Regan, University College Dublin: Government of Ireland Senior Research Fellow (Visiting Professorship at University of Ottawa to conduct research for a book on the French Language in Canada)
Nordic Association for Canadian Studies (NACS) ~
Association nordique d’études canadiennes

1) President / Président
Dr Keith Battarbee

2) Constitution
(year/année)
1984, amended 1996

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes
(number/nombre)
Canadian Studies Centre, University of Aarhus, Denmark
(1 Centre in the Nordic countries)

4) Members / Membres
(number/nombre)
Individual/Individuel : ca 300
Institutional/Institutionnel : 0

5) Web site / Site Web
www.hum.au.dk/nacs

6) Activités / Activities
(conference, colloquia, etc./conférence, colloques, etc.)
After a busy year 2002-2004, this has been a relatively quiet year for NACS, partly in preparation for the triennial conference in August 2005. We had planned a major new initiative in summer 2004: a Nordic summer school in Canadian Studies. Due to a series of unforeseen problems, this very regrettably had to be canceled, but NACS hopes to return to the project in the future.

Other NACS-sponsored events (May 2004 – May 2005):
(1) January 2005: teaching visits by Dr Britta Olinder to Turku/Finland, Tampere/Finland, and Reykjavik/Iceland to hold lectures and/or intensive seminars on contemporary Canadian women writers
(2) March 2005: co-sponsors of Canadian event at Gothenburg University Arts Faculty Festival

7) Publications
(livres, revues, actes, etc.)

8) Youth / Jeunes
(prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)
Two research scholarships awarded for students at Nordic or Baltic researching master’s theses in Canadian studies: Dorthe Madgaard (Aarhus) and Ditte Staun (Aarhus)

9) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres
NACS contributed to the conference “Place and Memory in Canada: Global Perspectives” held by the Polish and Central European Associations in Krakow, May 2004, by funding one keynote speaker (Wayne Johnson), who also visited and spoke at the Canadian Studies Centre at the University of Silesia.

NACS members also attended conferences of the German Association ( Grainau, February 2005) and Northern Research Forum, (Yellowknife/NWT, September) and presented papers at conferences of the British and Polish Associations (London, April; Krakow May 2004) and at the Baltic conference in Tarto (October).

10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC
(nombre and type/nombre et type)
NB: Although the Associations provide the juries which evaluate applications for Faculty Research and Faculty Enrichment Awards, information about what grants have been
awarded is never sent to the Associations by FAC. It is therefore, frustratingly, a matter of chance whether the Association ever hears about the outcome of these applications. Our own members may – or may not – inform us; applicants from the Baltic countries, for which we also serve as jury, are very unlikely to do so.

The Association does not directly engage in research activities, but does award two scholarships each year for master’s level students from Nordic universities to carry out research in Canada.

12) Up-coming activities/events
Activités/événements à venir

8th Triennial NACS Conference: Images of a Post/National Society. Turku, Finland, 18–21 August 2005

No central records are kept

(Maximum 3 pages)
### Association for Canadian Studies in The Netherlands

1) **President / Président**
   - Conny Steenman-Marcusse

2) **Constitution**
   - (year/année)
   - 1985

3) **Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d'études canadiennes**
   - (number/nombre)
   - One
   - Canadian Studies Centre, Groningen

4) **Members / Membres**
   - (number/nombre)
   - Individual/Individuel : 110
   - Institutional/Institutionnel : 25

5) **Web site / Site Web**
   - www.acsn.nl

6) **Activités / Activities**
   - (conference, colloquia, etc./conférence, colloques, etc.)
   - ACSN secretary Amanda Helderman attended ICCS Western Seminar in Calgary, August 2004.
   - ACSN Treasurer Fred Toppen (Utrecht, Geography) took 30 students on a field trip in Ontario, Sept. 2004.
   - Three Dutch students presented papers at the 13th European Graduate Students Seminar in CS in Szeged, Hungary, Oct. 2004 (Evelyn Ersanilli (Multi-cultural studies), Esther Sloof (Museum science) and Irene Salverda, (anthropology)).
   - Annual ACSN seminar Fall 2004 in Groningen on Canadian Film with guest speaker Louis Taylor, Toronto, on Black Canadian film. His film *Esther, Baby and Me* was shown.
   - Intro to French Canadian film with screening of *La grande seduction*.

7) **Publications**
   - (books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)
   - Conference proceedings 2004 *Making it Explicit*, eds Barbara Saunders and Lea Zuyderhoudt
   - ACSN publication  2005 *Building Liberty, Canada and World Peace, 1945-2005*, eds Aritha van Herk and Conny Steenman-Marcusse is being prepared

8) **Youth / Jeunes**
   - (awards, theses, prizes, etc./prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)
   - Ph.D. *Community at Play : Social and Religious Dynamics in the Modern Inuit Community of Qikiqtarjuaq*, Nicole Stuckenberger, Utrecht University.
M.A. student Kathalijne Schenkel (conflict studies) carried out research in Toronto among Albanian immigrants, summer 2004. (ACSN student award)

B.A. on Dutch integration policy in Toronto, Marijke Uitdehaag and Sophie Kalb, Intercultural Communication at Tilburg University. (ACSN student award)


Cornelius Remie (convenor ENCS) and Conny Steenman-Marcusse were present at annual conference GKS in Grainau, Germany (Feb. 20-22, 2005)

9) Activities between associations or centres /
Activités entre associations ou centres

10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC
(number and type/nombre et type)

11) Research / Recherches
(principal areas and projects/sujets principaux et projets)

Anthropology, language and literature, political science, history, film studies, geography, social economics.

ACSN organizes a three-day conference to fill out the academic component of the 60th anniversary of the end of the Second World War, Building Liberty, Canada and World Peace, 1945-2005, June 2-4, 2005, Roosevelt Academy, Middelburg. Speakers: George Elliott Clarke, Frank Davey, Aritha van Herk, Janice Kulyk Keefer, Richard Menkis, Christl Verduyn

12) Up-coming activities/events /
Activités/événements à venir

CPEP-PEPC agreement to have 3 or 4 Canadian guest speakers per year for 7-8 days who comply with 4-5 presentations.

10 ACSN members working of M.A., 4 on Ph.D. theses. Courses Canadian Studies Minor, Groningen University, on multiculturalism in geography, ecology, history, politics, Anglophone and francophone Canada.

Preparation Canadian Studies Minor, Radbout University, Nijmegen. Sept. 2005 starts with history and literature of Canada.

Course Canadian literature, Free University, Amsterdam

Course Canadian Film and Book, (UvA) University of Amsterdam

13) Summary statistics / Sommaire statistique
(e.g. number of theses, agreements, courses, seminars/p. ex. nombre d'accords, thèses, cours, séminaires)

Jaques Beaudry, docteur en philosophie (Sherbrooke) is in Amsterdam at the invitation of the Fonds voor de Letteren (Fund for Letters) where he works on L’Obombre, Hubert Aquin et les Pays Bas. In 2003 he published L’œil de l’eau: notes sur douze écrivains des Pays Bas (Montreal, Liber)

Elise Turcotte (novelist and poet) talked about Quebec literature at the University of Groningen at the invitation of Jaap Lintvelt

(Maximum 3 pages)
Indian Association for Canadian Studies

1. President : Dr. C.P. Ravichandra
2. Constitution (year) : 1985
3. Canadian Studies Centres (number) : 21 (twenty one)
4. Members (number) : 900 (Nine Hundred only)
5. Website : canadianacs.com
6. Activities (conference, colloquia, projects etc.)

The Association supported the following activities / events held at the various centres during the year.

1. The IACS International conference on Society, Environment and Technology : Canada and India, February 24-26, 2005, at Centre for Canadian Studies, P.G. College, Osmania University, Hyderabad-500003 (Andhra Pradesh). The Conference experienced an overwhelming response and was attended by over 250 eminent writers, critics, environmentalists and technologists from India and abroad, and about 50 scholars from Hyderabad.

Eminent scholars from diverse fields such as the Environmentalist and Tsunami expert Prof. Tad Murthy, Sociologist- Prof. Peter Li, Technologist- Prof. Said Easa from Canada, Green house expert- Prof. Jag Maini, Dr. William Dar, Director General Icrisat, India were some eminent key speakers at the conference.

2. Workshop on Canadian Studies : Cultural, Society and Environment, February 7-10, 2005, at Dept. of Sociology, University of Assam, Silchar-788010 (Assam).


4. Workshop on Conflict of Faith and Unfaith in Canadian Fiction, January 13-14, 2005, at Department of English, H.S. Gaur University, Sagar (M.P.)

5. Lectures series workshop on Theorizing Social Realities and Life Experience : Relevance and Implications – Canada, January 19-22, 2005, at Centre for Canadian Studies, M.S. University of Baroda, Vadodara-390002
6. Multiculturalism in **Literatures in Multiple Languages : Canada and India : A Comparative Perspective**, January 29-30, 2005, at Department of Sociology, University of Poona, Pune-411007

7. Seminar on **Constructing the Nation in the Era of Globalization**, February 11-12, 2005, at Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar (Gujarat).


9. Seminar on **Impact of Biotechnology on Society : The Canadian and Indian Perspectives**, March 13-14, 2005, at Department of Political Science, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi-221005

7. **Publications**:

The IACS supported its members in bringing out the following seven new titles of **Indian publications of Canadian Studies** during the year.


3. **Native Canadian Literature : Writing Their Own History**, Dr. Aditi Vahia, (Creative Books, New Delhi).


6. **Multiculturalism : Canada and India**, eds. by, Dr. R.K. Dhawan and Dr. D.K. Pabby, (Prestige Books, New Delhi).

8. **DFAIT Grants**:

a) for the Association’s activities and funding for the XXI IACS International Conference at Hyderabad, February 24-26, 2005.

b) for inviting scholars / creative writers from Canada under CPEP program at the IACS annual international conference held at Hyderabad, February 24-26, 2005.

c) for inviting scholars from other countries (than Canada) under Third Country grant program at the international conference on Canadian Studies.

9. **Research**

The Association has paid special attention to students’ participation in research projects and opting courses in Canadian Studies.
As many as 20 students availed of the IACS Research Travel Grants for collection of research material from different centres. They also participated at the annual conference held in Hyderabad.

10. **Upcoming Activities**

The XXII IACS International conference on Canadian Studies will be held at University of Madras, Chennai (Tamilnadu), in January-2006 (dates to be confirmed). The interdisciplinary conference will address the theme: **Traditions and Transformations : Canada and India.** Besides, about fifteen events on Canadian Studies will be held at different centres in various universities in all parts of the country.

11. **Other Activities**

i. **Awards of Merit**

The IACS Merit Award in recognition of the outstanding contribution made to the development of Canadian Studies in India was conferred at the annual conference to the following eminent Canadianists:

   a) **Prof. Jameela Begum**, Past President, IACS and Director, Centre for Canadian Studies, University of Kerala, Trivandrum.

   b) **Prof. Harish Narang**, Department of English and Linguistics, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi.

ii. **ICCS Students’ Dissertation Award**

The award for the year 2005 was made to Father Wilson Sabastian, M.Phil Student, Bangalore.
Israel Association for Canadian Studies

1) President / Président
Mr. Daniel Ben-Natan

2) Constitution (year/année)
1985

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes (number/nombre)
1 – The Halbert Centre for Canadian Studies of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem

4) Members / Membres (number/nombre)
350 (mostly individuals, including a number of heads of related institutions)

5) Web site / Site Web
The Israel Association for Canadian Studies together with the Halbert Centre for Canadian Studies launched a joint website at the end of September 2002. The site, entitled "Canadian Studies in Israel", is located at http://canadianstudies.huji.ac.il. The site provides information about the IACS and its different programs. It also provides information about the Halbert Centre programs, as well as sources of funding and links to different websites of interest to Canadianists in Israel. By March 2005 the site had close to 5,000 visits.

6) Activités / Activities (conference, colloquia, etc./conférence, colloques, etc.)

1. The Biennial Jerusalem Conference in Canadian Studies: the 10th biennial conference took place in 2004 (June 28-July 1) at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Mount Scopus Campus) and centred around the theme: "Societies Coping with Crisis: The Canadian and Israeli Responses". Over 150 people attended the 4-day event, including more than sixty presenters. The majority were Israeli, close to half were Canadian, and the rest originated from India, Mexico and the United States. Sixty-two papers were presented at the conference, illuminating the central theme from many different angles.

2. Public Lectures: Over the past year, the following lectures (attended by audiences of 25-100 persons) were given:
   ▪ Prof. Michael Brown, "Zionism in Canada: Apart and A Part Of" (Jan. 21, 2004)
   ▪ H.E. The Ambassador of Canada in Israel Mr. Donald C. Sinclair, "Canada in the World" (March 22, 2004)

3. CPEP: The Israel Association for Canadian Studies continues to be the conduit for bringing Canadian scholars and experts in various fields to Israel through the Canadian Personalities Exchange Program (CPEP) of Foreign Affairs Canada. Guests this year participated in conferences at Tel-Aviv University, the University of Haifa, and the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

4. Inuit Visit: On January 26, 2004, a group of 23 Inuit spent a half-day at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem under the auspices of the Israel Association for Canadian Studies, the Halbert Centre for Canadian Studies and the Canadian Embassy in Israel. The group was composed of members and leaders of the Inuit communities of Northern Canada. Their visit consisted of a tour around the Hebrew University campus, a performance by the Inuit in front of a packed class of students and visitors, and a lunch with other invited guests from the Hebrew University and elsewhere.

5. Participation of IACS Members in Canadian Studies Events Outside of Israel: Members of the Executive of the Israel Association for Canadian Studies participated in a variety of Canadian Studies conferences in India and Canada. In addition, the IACS will be supporting those of its members who will be presenting at sessions and actively participating in the ICCS's Biennial
Conference in Canadian Studies in Ottawa in May 2005. The 2004 ICCS Summer Seminar in Western Canada also included an Israeli presence, whose participation was supported by the Israel Association for Canadian Studies in conjunction with the Halbert Centre for Canadian Studies of the Hebrew University.

6. The IACS Graduate Research Fellowship: See "Research" below.

7) Publications
/books, journals, proceedings, etc./
livres, revues, actes, etc.)

1. A volume based on the proceeding of the 2000 Jerusalem Conference in Canadian Studies is in the final stages of preparation: Metropolitan Reform in Canada and Israel, edited by Prof. Eran Razin of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and Prof. Patrick Smith of Simon Fraser University. The volume is slated for publication in the spring of 2005.

2. Two volumes, based on the proceedings of the 2002 Jerusalem Conference in Canadian Studies are now in the last stages of preparation. Professors Menahem Blondheim and Rita Watson of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem have just completed editing a volume on the Toronto School of Communication Theory. Prof. Lorraine Weinrib of University of Toronto and Prof. Allen Zysblat of the Hebrew University are editing a volume on the Influences of Canadian Law on Israeli Law.

3. The translation of 14 plays by Canadian playwrights into Hebrew is in press. The project is being organized by Prof. Shimon Levy of Tel Aviv University and is partially supported by funding from the IACS and the Halbert Centre.

4. The IACS is cooperating with the Halbert Centre and University of Alberta Press in the publication of Reading Writers Reading, Canadian Authors’ Reflections. This volume will combine portraits of more than 100 Canadian writers taken by the editor of the book, Dr. Danielle Schaub, and short pieces on writing penned especially for this volume by Canadian writers.

8) Youth / Jeunes
/awards, theses, prizes, etc./
prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)

Most of the activities of the IACS, such as the biennial conference and public lectures, are carried out jointly with the Halbert Centre for Canadian Studies in the Hebrew University.

9) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres

Two Government of Canada programs are administered by the Israel Association for Canadian Studies in cooperation with the Canadian Embassy in Tel Aviv. The Academic Committee of the IACS together with representatives from the Embassy evaluates the applications within the framework of the two programs and submits its recommendations to Ottawa.

10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC
/number and type/nombre et type

1) Faculty Research Program

Six research proposals were approved under the Government of Canada Faculty Research Program for 2004.

- Ran Aaronson, Hebrew University, "Spatial Organization of the Hutterites: Aspects of Structure and Change".
- Simone Grossman, Bar-Ilan University, "Segio Kokis, la creation et les masques".
- Menachem Mautner, Tel Aviv University, "Israeli Multiculturalism: What Can Israel Learn from Canada’s Experience of Multiculturalism?".
- Larissa Remennick, Bar-Ilan University, "Social Integration of
Former Soviet Jewish Immigrants in Toronto: Occupational Mobility and Acculturation”.
- Robert Schwartz, University of Haifa, "Comparative Ethics: Policies, Programs and Oversight”.
- Limore Yagil, University of Haifa, "Cyber Democracy and Human Rights in the Digital World: Ethical Issues for the Canadian Society”.

2) Faculty Enrichment Program
Five applications were approved under the Government of Canada Faculty Enrichment Program for 2004 (for the purpose of developing courses with Canadian content).
- Hedda Ben-Bassat, English, Tel Aviv University
- Guy Ben-Porat, Public Policy and Administration, Ben-Gurion University
- Alon Gelbman, Geography and Education, Jordan Valley College
- Esther Iecovich, Gerontology, Ben-Gurion University
- Carmi Korine, Desert Ecology, Ben-Gurion University

In addition, the IACS just recently received a DFAIT matching grant earmarked for the graduate scholarship program, as well as a special grant to help support special activities of the IACS in the spring-summer of 2005 in celebration of the Association's 20th anniversary.

The primary areas of research supported by the IACS are in the fields of the Social Sciences, Humanities and Law. Most of the research focuses on comparative studies between Israel and Canada.

The Israel Association for Canadian Studies Graduate Research Fellowship, made possible thanks to the support of Foreign Affairs Canada, is designed to assist Ph.D. and M.A. students at Israeli universities who are working on a dissertation or thesis that has significant Canadian content. The fellowship provides funding which allows the recipient to collect data in Canada, meet Canadian experts in their field and also to take courses at Canadian universities. Four proposals were selected for funding in 2004:
- Uriel Abulof, Ph.D. student, Department of International Relations, "Living on the Edge: Ethnic Communities Facing Existential Threat”.
- Danny Helman, Ph.D. student, Department of Psychology, "Diversification Bias in Gambling: Evidence from the Canadian Lottery”.
- Nitsan Levy, Ph.D. student, Department of Geography, "Transboundary Environmental Management under Inequitable Conditions”.
- Yaad Rotem, Ph.D. student, Department of Law, "Information-Forcing Mechanisms in Corporate Bankruptcy Law: The Canadian Experience”.

A public lecture entitled "Should Hate Speech be a Criminal Offence in a Liberal Democracy?" is scheduled to be given at the Hebrew University on April 11, 2005 by lawyer Edward L. Greenspan, Q.C. Prof. Janice Stein of the University of Toronto will be giving a public lecture in Jerusalem in May 2005 as holder of the Bullock Chair in Canadian Studies.
The IACS will be celebrating its 20th anniversary with a special program in the spring-summer of 2005: A day-long seminar with a special guest lecturer from Canada and Canadian cultural activities is being planned for this year's Canada Day at the Israel Museum in Jerusalem.
13) Summary statistics / Sommaire statistique
(e.g. number of theses, agreements, courses, seminars/p. ex. nombre d’accords, thèses, cours, séminaires)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2000-01</th>
<th>2001-02</th>
<th>2002-03</th>
<th>2003-04</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IACS grants</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEP awards</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRP awards</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Lectures</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Changes in Administration: In January 2004, Ms. Alta Peerless succeeded Dr. Joseph Glass as Executive Secretary of the Israel Association for Canadian Studies.

ICCS Graduate Student Scholarship: The Israel Association for Canadian Studies was instrumental in supporting the submissions of two Israeli graduate students to the ICCS Graduate Student Scholarship for 2004. One of the students, Ms. Galit Lief-Grunblat, a member of the IACS, received the scholarship in March 2004.

(Maximum 3 pages)
Asociación Española de Estudios Canadienses

1) President / Président
Dr. Francisco Colom (Instituto de Filosofía, CSIC)

2) Constitution
(year/année)
1988

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes
(number/nombre)
CEC Universitat de Barcelona
CEC Universidad de Extremadura en Cáceres
CEC Universidad de La Laguna

4) Members / Membres
(number/nombre)
Individual/Individuel : 292

5) Web site / Site Web
www.estudioscanadienses.org

6) Activités / Activities
(conference, colloquia, etc./conférence, colloques, etc.)
-XII Journées d’Etudes Canadiennes à l’Université de Cáceres. Organisées par la Dra. Dioni Gómez et le Dr. José Antonio Hoyas Solís.
-X Colloque International de l’ AEEC à l’Université de Girona.
-XI Semana de la literatura y del cine francés y francófono: Canadá à l’Université de Murcia. Organisée par le Dr. Francisco Torres.
- II Séminaire de littérature canadienne: “Renegotiating identities in canadian literature: multiculturalism, transculturalism and translation” pour étudiants post gradués à la Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. Organisé par la Dr. Pilar Somacarrera.
-Séminaire international “A nation of the faithful: Catholic Nationalisms and the Politics of Sovereignty in multiethnic States”, à l’Institut de Philosophie du CSIC. Organisé par le Dr. Francisco Colom, président de l’AEEC.
-Séminaire sur la gestion de la la pêche à Galice et Terreneuve à l’UNED. Organisé par la Dr. García Orellán.
-De nombreux conférenciers, parmi lesquels: André Carpentier, David Gairdner, Eugene Orenstein, Jean-François Gaudreault-Desbiens, Jim Cummins, Elizabeth Coelho, Clive Holden, David Sutherland, Cam Haymes, Susanna Egan, José Woehrling, Jean
7) Publications
(books, journals, proceedings, etc.
livres, revues, actes, etc.)

- Julia Salmerón et Ana Zamorano (éd.). Cartografías del yo. Escrituras autobiográficas en la literatura de mujeres en lengua inglesa

- Préparation des Actes du X Congrès de l’AEEC (Xavier Arbós, ed.)

8) Youth / Jeunes
(awards, theses, prizes, etc./
prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)

- 10 Bourses La Caixa-Fundacion Estudios Canadienses
- 6 Bourses de Recherche de l’AEEC
- 2 Bourses de rédaction de thèse
- 10 Bourses pour l’assistance d’étudiants à des congrès

9) Activities between
associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres

- Séances, accords et recherche sur la protection de données entre l’UB, l’AEPD et le CRDP de l’UdeM
- Séances, accords et recherche sur le protocole de Kyoto entre l’UB, l’UdeM et McGill
- Réunion à Oujda (Maroc) du Centre d’Études de la Méditerranée, en novembre 2004, afin d’organiser un colloque sur immigration et créer un centre d’études canadiennes à cette université. Avec l’assistance de président Francisco Colom.
- Réunions à Grainau et à Szeged, du ENCS, avec l’assistance de Francisco Colom.
- Recherche en Histoire sociale comparée (Canada, Espagne, Belgique, France), avec la participation du CHRS (UQAM), GHM (McGill), CEC UB, CEC ULBruxelles, CEC Angers

10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC
(number and type/nombre et type)

- 11 Bourses de Recherche en Études Canadiennes (BREC)
- 4 Bourses de Complément de Spécialisation (BCS)

11) Research / Recherches
(principal areas/sujets principaux et projets)

- Politiques linguistiques, federalisme, immigration, Norman Bethune, la gestion de la pêche, nouveaux droits civils, critique littéraire, politiques environnementales, régulation sociale, protection de données, etc.

12) Up-coming activities/events
/ Activités/événements à venir

- Workshop on Fiscal Federalism: Decentralization, Governance and Economic Growth à l’Université de Barcelona.
- III Congres International du métissage et la diversité culturelle. L’éducation publique et la diversité culturelle.
- Congres en histoire sociale comparée à l'Université de Córdoba organisé par le Dr. Fernando López Mora.

- Journées sur le fédéralisme canadien, organisées par la Fundación Jiménez Abad.

Organisant: Prof. Josep Mª Castellá, de l’ Universitat de Barcelona

De nombreux cours, une soixantaine environ, sont donnés dans la plupart des universités espagnoles. Un 80%, en deuxième et troisième cycle, le 20% restant, en premier cycle. Les cours portent sur le fédéralisme canadien, les politiques publiques en matière d’immigration, linguistiques, les sciences politiques et de l’administration, l’environnement, les littératures canadiennes d’expression anglaise et française, l’histoire, la géographie, la gestion culturelle, etc…

Il y a une quinzaine de thèses doctorales en préparation et de nombreux travaux de recherche en cours de préparation, dans les différents domaines des études canadiennes.

- Accord d’échange d’étudiants de droit UB-Ottawa

Autres accords : McGill, U Montréal, Laurentienne, Toronto.

L’AEEC a signé un accord avec les Agences de Protection de Données de la Communauté Autonome de Madrid, la Catalogne et le Pays Basque, pour faciliter les échanges entre les différentes institutions, ce qui se traduira par une collaboration en matière de publications conjointes, pratiques d’étudiants, organisation d’un colloque à Montréal par le CRDP de l’U de Montréal et les agences canadiennes et espagnoles.

(Maximum 3 pages)
Association brésilienne d’études canadiennes

1) Présidente: Nubia Jacques Hanciau

2) Constitution : 1991

3) Centres d’études canadiennes: 17

4) Membres: 334

5) Site Web: www.abecan.com.br

6) Activités (conférences, colloques, etc.):

13 a 15 de junho de 2005: IV SEMINÁRIO DA FRANCOFONIA - IMAGENS DA ALTERIDADE, VOZES DA FRANCOFONIA
Campus da Universidade Estadual de Feira de Santana.
Celina Scheinowitz et Humberto de Oliveira

13 a 15 de junho de 2005: IV SEMINÁRIO BRASIL-CANADÁ DE ESTUDOS COMPARADOS - ALTERIDADE, ESPAÇO URBANO E CIDADANIA.
Campus de l’Université Estadual de Feira de Santana.
Humberto de Oliveira

III CONFÉRENCE INTERNATIONALE PATRIMOINE CULTUREL
MAI, 2005 Córdoba, Argentina

7) Publications
(livres, revues, actes, etc.)


DION, Sylvie “Tradition et adaptation culturelle, la migration des légendes: les exemples du diable et du Loup Garou”, in Anna Branach-Kallas and Piotr Sadkowski (orgs.), Dialogue with

8) Youth/ Jeunes (awards, theses, prizes, etc./ prix, thèses, bourses, etc.):

Il et III SEMINECAL – Séminaire interuniversitaire d’études canadiennes en Amérique latine

Concours Monographies, Mémoires et Thèses, à chaque deux ans. Prix remis à l’occasion du Congrès de l’ABECAN

9) Activités entre associations ou centres en 2004:

Colloque : **Figures et mythes littéraires des Amériques**. UQAM. Mai
ASAC/Association de Science Administrative du Canada – Quebec. **Projet SWW**
**Successful Women Worldwide**, Montréal, avec l’appui de la Business School of the Concordia University et le soutien du gouvernement canadien.
**IIe Séminario Interuniversitario de Estudios Canadienses en América Latina (SEMINECAL)**. Asunción, Paraguay. Mai.
Réseau latino-américain d’études canadiennes **RELEC**. Signature de la **Lettre de Caracas**. Venezuela, Novembre.

**Participations à des événements nationaux**

**II Congresso de l’Associação Brasileira de Estudos da Homocultura**. Universidade de Brasília. Palestras na Unirio e UFSC.
**III Fórum Internacional de Ensino de Línguas Estrangeiras**. FILE. Universidade Católica de Pelotas. Septembre.
**I Gincana Cultural Canadense**. NEC-UnB. Juillet.
**Journée nationale du Canada**. Pour l’occasion il y eut des expositions de photographies et de livres canadiens dans plusieurs centres d’études canadiennes, ainsi que des projections de Films. NECs – UNIR, FURG. Juillet.
**Exposition de photos “Couleurs du Canadá”**. Rosa Maria Berardo. NECs FURG et Feira de Santana. Juillet.
**IX Congresso Internacional da ABRALIC**. Juillet.
**III Seminário Brasil-Canadá de Estudos Comparativistas**. NEC/UEFS. Juillet.
TESOL, stagiaires de l’Université de Briercrest, Canada. **Cours de langue, histoire, phonétique et conversation**. NEC-UCEUMA. Juillet.
**Séminaire Arts Visuels**. Projections de films Norman Mac Laren. NEC-UFG. Août.
Prof. Chuck Samuels
**Approaches to personal documentary and fine photography**. NEC-UFG.
Profª Chantal Dupont
Séminaire et officine Video-Art ministré aux étudiant(e)s de la Maîtrise en Art et Culture Visuelle de l’UFG.
Profª Marie-Christianne Mathieu (UQAM)


Prof. Howard Daugherty, York University (Ontario) I

Invité du PEPC. Conférences et rencontres. Centres de Développement Durable. NECs FURG-UNIR. Novembre.

A Associação Brasileira de Estudos Canadenses e os estudos interamericanos. Communication: Deuxième Semaine des Lettres. FURG. Octobre.

Prof. Jean-François Plamondon

Brasil-Canadá: histórias e interfaces de um pluriculturalismo. Conférence

III Mostra de Produção Universitária, XIII Congresso de Iniciação Científica. FURG – Novembre.

1ª Jornada sul-rio-grandense de Literatura e Psicanálise. NEC/ABECAN/FURG. Novembre.


Première Rencontre Brésil-Canada d’Enseignement à distance Signature de l’ Accord Multilateral. 10 et 11 mars 2005, à l’Universidade Federal Fluminense

II Rencontre NEC-UFMG, du 16 au 18 mars – UFMG – Institut de Lettres – Pampulha – Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais.

10) FAC grants/ Bourses de AEC

Following is breakdown of applications received for the Faculty Enrichment / Faculty Research / Governor General / Awards for Graduate Studies or Research by area of study.

FEP

Candidates by Area of Study:

Administration 01
Architecture and Urban Planning 01
Arts 01
Education 01
Fashion 01
History 01
Law 01
Linguistics 02
Literature 03
Nursing 01
Speech Therapy 01

Total 14

FRP

Candidates by Area of Study:

Administration 01
Anthropology 01
Architecture and Urban Planning 01
Arts 01
Civil Engineering 01
Communication Sciences 01
Computer Sciences 01
Economy 02
Education 01
Forestry 01
Geography 01
Industrial Engineering 02
Law 03
Literature 03
Sociology 02

Total 22

GGA

Candidates by Area of Study:

Anthropology 01
Computer Science 01
Economy 01
Linguistics 01

Total 04

11) Recherches (sujets principaux et projets):

Dictionnaire de Figures et mythes littéraires des Amériques. Projet L’imaginaire des Amériques. Coordination Zilá Bernd. UFRGS/UQAM.

Projet : Literature and Education in the Amazon : Postcolonial prespectives. Coordination Miguel Nenevé. NEC-UNIR.

Projet de recherche CNPq: Transmissão, Transgressão e Identidade Cultural. Estudo Comparativo do lendário do Quebec e do Rio Grande do Sul. Responsável : Sylvie Dion. FURG.

Babel revisitada e a construção de uma poética das línguas nas Américas. Responsable : Maria Bernadette Velloso Porto. Projet Integré du CNPq. UFF.

Poéticas da exigüidade e da errância nas Américas ». CNPq, Projet Integré « Babel revisitada : a construção de uma poética das línguas nas Américas ». Responsable : Maria Bernadette Velloso Porto. UFF.

Projet Integré CNPq. Trânsitos e transferências de conceitos identitários na América e no Caribe. Maîtrise en Littératures Francophones. UFF.

Projet: Reconfigurações identitárias no espaço urbano interamericano: migrações, exílio, alteridade. Responsable: Humberto Luiz Lima de Oliveira. NEC-UEFS.

12) Up-coming activitiesss/events/ Activités/événements à venir:


13) Sommaire statistique (e. g. number of theses, agreements, courses, seminar/ p. ex. nombre d’accords, thèses, cours, séminaires)

Thèses: (registre général.)
de Santa Catarina.

14) Other/Autres (agreements, important news, etc./ accords, nouveautés, etc.):

ACCORD DE COOPÉRATION MULTILATERALE entre l'Universidade Federal Fluminense ; l'Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul ; l'Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais ; l'Universidade de Brasília ; l'Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina ; l'Universidade do Estado da Bahia ; le Service National de Aprendizagem Comercial - Administração Regional do Estado de São Paulo ; l'Universidade Federal do Pará, et l'Université du Québec à Montréal, UQAM
Association venezolana de estudios canadienses

1) President / Président
Alfredo Carpio

2) Constitution
(year/année)
1991

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes
(number/nombre)
12

4) Members / Membres
(number/nombre)
Individual/Individuel: 100
Institutional/Institutionnel: 3

5) Web site / Site Web
www.avec.com.ve

6) Activités / Activities
(conference, colloquia, etc./conférence, colloques, etc.)
Congrès annuel de la AVEC (C-AVEC)
Semaine dédiée à Canada par des centres des études canadiennes (CEC-UDO-NE)
Séminaires sur le Canada (CEC-IPM-UPEL, CEC-IPB-UPEL).

7) Publications
(livres, revues, actes, etc.)
Revista venezolana de estudios canadienses
Collection Estudios canadienses (2 numéros)
Traduction du livre de poèmes Esas huellas que creemos efímeras (Ces traces que l’on croit éphémères), de Bernard Pozier, poète de Trois Rivières.
Actes du congrès

8) Youth / Jeunes
(awards, theses, prizes, etc./prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)
Prix :
Concours :
Des essais sur le Canada (Prix en argent)
Le canadianiste nouvel (Prix : Assister au cours d’immersion sur le Canada pendant une semaine à Ottawa dans le mois d’août)
Gastronomie canadienne (Prix : Stage à l’École d’Hôtellerie et Tourisme de Québec)
Lecture de textes littéraires canadiens (Bourses pour étudier le français ou l’anglais au Venezuela)

9) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres
Interaction des canadianistes qui appartiennent aux centres des études canadiennes vénézuéliennes : conférences, colloques, présentations de livres…

10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC
(number and type/nombre et type)

11) Research / Recherches
principal areas and projects/sujets principaux et projets)
Littérature, criminologie, politique, géographie, gender, cinéma, administration, économie, histoire, éducation, droit, etc.

12) Up-coming activities/events / Activités/événements à venir
Congrès annuel de la AVEC (C-AVEC) : du 20 au 23 juin, 2005
Semaine dédiée à Canada par des centres des études canadiennes (CEC-UDO-NE) ; du 17 au 21 octobre, 2005
Séminaires sur le Canada (CEC-IPM-UPEL) : octobre 2005
13) Summary statistics / Sommaire statistique
(e.g. number of theses, agreements, courses, seminars/p. ex. nombre d'accords, thèses, cours, séminaires)

14) Other / Autres
(agreements, important news, etc./ accords, nouveautés, etc.)

Visite des experts aux universités dans les mois juin et octobre 2005

A partir de cette année nous déterminerons ces données à travers un diagnostic qu’on fera avec les coordinateurs des centres des études canadiennes de chaque université.

L’AVEC est en train de répondre aux besoins et demandes des professeurs universitaires intéressés de créer des centres des études canadiennes dans quelques autres universités vénézuéliennes.
L’AVEC s’occupe, aussi, d’orienter aux professionnels qui demandent des orientations sur les programmes de bourses donnés par le gouvernement canadien.
L’parution du site web de l’AVEC permettra de mettre au jour le numéro de personnes inscrites à l’association et quelques autres données. A travers ce site les avecistes obtiendrant, pour la première fois, les cartes d’identité aux personnes qui se soient inscrites à l’association. Ce carte va les permettre d’obtenir quelques bénéfices : prix spéciaux dans les événements et l’achat des publications, l’obtention gratuite des certificats, etc.
Le Conseil d’administration de l’AVEC étudie la possibilité d’obtenir des espaces aux mass medias a fin de diffuser les activités de l’association et de mieux se rapprocher aux étudiants des universités.
Aussi, il y a la disposition de créer des nouveaux projets dirigés aux jeunes.
Russian Association for Canadian Studies

CONFERENCES and WORKSHOPS:

2. Conference “Canada on the North American context”, Volgograd State University, February 2004, attendance – more than 30 participants from 12 universities and research centers
4. 3rd Canadian readings in Saint-Petersburg “Russia and Canada: from the Past to the Future” – 35 participants, including General Consul of Canada (published in 2004)
5. Conference “Canada viewed from Russia. 30 years of Canadian Studies at the Institute for US and Canadian Studies”, Moscow, October 2004. More than 40 participants, including the representatives of Canadian Embassy
6. Workshop for young Canadianists “Canada and Oriental countries: international relations and cultural interactions”, October 2004, Moscow Humanitarian University, attendance – 20 participants
7. Round Table on Canada “The administrative reform in Canada and some lessons for Russia”, September 2004, 16 participants, including Prof. E. Samier, Simon Fraser University
8. Conference “Canadian Studies in the Pacific Region”, Far East State University, Vladivostok, around 40 participants, including the honorary Consul of Canada and representative of Canadian Embassy (to be published in 2005)
10. Russian-Canadian Student Meeting “Searching for Common Ground”, Moscow, May 2004 – Students from Moscow and Quebec Universities discussed the commonalities between Russia and Canada, around 50 participants
11. Round Table “Russian-Canadian Cooperation In the Northern Regions”, St. Petersburg, March 12, 2005
12. “Canada Day” within ‘La Semaine de la Francophonie a Moscow” in cooperation with Canadian Center for Culture and Languages at Moscow Linguistic University, March 23, 2005

PUBLICATIONS in 2004:

Books:

1. “Quebec in historical and literature texts”, Editor – V. Koleneko, Moscow, 180 p.
2. “History and Culture in Canada. Scientific and fiction literature published in Russian language in Russia and abroad”. Bibliography, Editor – V. Koleneko, Moscow, 228 crp.

Periodicals:

- 2 issues of “Vestnik” (RACS Newsletter) – N 20 and N 21
- Monthly Magazine “US*Canada – economy, politics, culture” (Editor-in –Chief – Eduard Ivanyan) – more than 20 articles, commentaries on Canadian current issues
- Around 35 articles in other periodicals

TEACHING on CANADA:

Moscow State University (MGU)
World of Canada (Department of Foreign Languages)
Economic and socio-political geography of Canada (Department of Geography)

State University for Humanities (appropriate department is managed by ISKRAN)
Canadian history
Canadian governance
Canadian geography and economy
Canadian Foreign policy and trade;
Contemporary Canada – issues and policies
Culture and Religion in North America

Moscow Humanitarian University
Socio-economic issues in Canada

Russian State Humanitarian University, Moscow
History of French-speaking America
Canadian federalism and political history of Canada
5 courses (linguistic and literature) related to Quebec resulting from the activities of Association “Moscow-Quebec”

Saint Petersburg State University
Canadian history and governance
Current issues in Canadian federalism
Canadian foreign policy and diplomacy
The issues of French Canada
Canadian economy (planning phase)
Russia and Canada (planning phase)
Canada in the Asia-Pacific Region (planning phase)

Volgograd State University
World politics (North American region)
North America and international relations
History of education in the USA and Canada
Foreign policy (USA and Canada)

Kazan’ social-legal institute
Canadian federalism
Magnitogorsk State University
Canadian History
Comparative history of North America and Russia (18-20 centuries)

Far East State University (Vladivostok)
Canadian history
Political issues of Americas
The basics of Canadian English
The basics of Canadian French

Tver’ State University
History of Canadian English Literature.

Bryansk State University
Canadian history and law
Civil Law in Canada (planning phase)

Saratov State University and Mari State Pedagogical Institute
Courses on Canadian French, literature and history

Dissertations on Canada by RACS members in 2004:
Deneka I. (practicing judge) “Canadian federalism in the context of intergovernmental relations” – Institute for State and Law, Russian Academy of Sciences.

Scherbina T. “Russian-Canadian relations (1942-1953): the major trends and directions”, Stavropol’ State University

Vasilenko M. “The evolution of party system in Canada (XX century)”, Volgograd State University

International Activities
1. ICCS Annual General Meeting, Moncton, New Branswick, May 2004 – attended by RACS President Prof. S. Rogov
2. European Network for Canadian Studies meeting in Scéged, Hungary, October 2004 – attended by RACS Executive Director V. Sokolov
3. European Network for Canadian Studies meeting in Grainau, Germany, February 2005 – attended by RACS Executive Director V. Sokolov
4. 13th European Student Conference on Canadian Studies, Scéged, Hungary, October 2004 – two report were presented – E. Ogryzkova (ISKRAN) and K. Minkova (St. Petersburg State University).
5. ICCS International Summer Seminar, Ottawa, August 2004 – attended by RACS member T. Schukina
6. Central European Association’ International Conference “Place and Memory in Canada: Global Perspectives”, Krakow, Poland, May 2004 – presentation by RACS member O. Fedosyuk
7. The 4th Baltic Association’ International Conference “Home and Exile”, Tartu, Estonia, October 2004 – two papers were presented by RACS members O. Fedosyuk and A. Cherkasov
Korean Association of Canadian Studies

Website: www.kacsca.com
Report period: April 2004 – May 2005
Membership: 192

Members of the Executives (names only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simon Young-suk Moon</td>
<td>Sungshim Hong</td>
<td>Sei Jung Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugene Lee</td>
<td>Joung-Yong Lee</td>
<td>Mal-Hee Yoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chan-soo Cho</td>
<td>Beung-Geun Mun</td>
<td>Sung-zhin Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-jae Chung</td>
<td>Hyun-song Lee</td>
<td>Chang-Bok Yim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sung-kwan Cho</td>
<td>Myung-Bae Yeom</td>
<td>Yun Sup Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keun-bok Lee</td>
<td>Dohee Ahn</td>
<td>Sung-Kyun Yim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi-Kyung Sung</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Address (President or Secretariat):

Korean Association of Canadian Studies
Kangnam University
Gil-hueng-up, Yongin, Gyeonggi-do
South Korea, 49-702

Activities

Title: International Conference on North Korean Human Rights Issues and Canada’s Role in the International Community

Key speakers:

The Hon. Maurice F. Strong, Special Advisor to the Secretary-General of the United Nations
Dr. Kun-su Chang, Professor Emeritus, Pohang University of Science and Technology
Mr. Erich Weingartner, Former Head of the Food Aid Liaison of the United Nations World Food Program
Dr. Ho-Ryoung Lee, Korea Institute for Defense Analyses
Dr. Kyung-Ae Park, Department of Political Science, University of British Columbia
Dr. Hae-Ryong Kwak, Department of Political Science, Myongji University

Highlights:

Since the establishment of diplomatic relations between Canada and North Korea in 2001, Canada has been expected to contribute to finding a peaceful and constructive solution to the North Korean problem. Canada is the fourth of the G-8 nations to recognize Pyongyang, after Russia, Italy and Britain. Since 1997 Ottawa has donated more than $30 million in humanitarian aid to North Korea through the United Nations World Food Program and Canadian aid organizations like CIDA. Canada has been also providing unwavering support to the South Korean government’s effort to resolve the North Korean nuclear issue by means of genuine dialogue and realistic negotiation with the only remaining Stalinist state.

Despite the international community’s clear preference for a stable and open polity in North Korea, the socialist country has not been successful in meeting the expectations of neighboring countries. The situation seems worse than ever largely because the North Korean government’s failure to comply with international demands led to greater agony on the part of its own population. Although a growing number of scholars and experts have recently turned their attention to the issues of North Korean refugees and human rights violation, those “human security” issues are still overshadowed by the eye-catching headlines on the country’s nuclear weapons program. Moreover, it seems often ignored that “high politics” issues such as the nuclear weapons program and “low politics” issues such as refugees and human rights are intertwined.

The conference will address the complexity of and feasible solutions to the North Korean problem in terms of human security and examine the role of Canada as an advanced nation in diplomatic and logistical skills toward the goal of achieving a stable security order. At a time of globalized terrorism and the subsequent spread of human security threats, Canada’s huge arsenal of “soft power” should provide a crucial backing to local, national, international as well as individual efforts for a “securitization” of ordinary people’s lives. Canada’s active engagement in international programs for enhancing human security in Northeast Asia will also help to promote the trading nation’s interests in the world’s most rapidly expanding market. Given the urgency of the North Korean nuclear issues and a growing interest in human security (especially of its Canadian kind), the conference is expected to attract a lot of attention from the media and general public well beyond the academic and policy communities. The conference will contribute to reminding Koreans that Canada is an important stakeholder in the peace and prosperity of the Korean peninsula and Northeast Asia at large, not just another paradise.
Title: 2004-2005 Distinguished Lecture Series for Canadian Studies

Key speakers:
- Marius Grinius, Canadian Ambassador to Korea
- Dr. Kwang-il Tak, Professor, Center for Field Studies, Bamfiled, B.C.
- Amos Kim, Director of Canada Beef Federation Korea
- Prof. Daniel Drache, Director, Robarts Center for Canadian Studies, York University, Ontario
- Dr. Graham Clarke, Director of Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Animal Industry Division, Canada.
- Mr. Brian Ramsey, Director of Canadian Language Institute, Seoul, Korea

Highlights:
The Distinguished Lecture Series for Canadian Studies is an ongoing effort to provide an opportunity for the meeting of Korean and Canadian scholars and professional in an academic forum. Renown individuals, considered experts in their respective fields share their knowledge and experiences with Korean academics, thus promoting and expanding interest in Canada, within Korea.

Publications (2 or 3 max.), include title, author, etc.:
- KACS publishes an annual journal: Volume 10 “Korean Review of Canadian Studies”
- KACS produces a second publication entitled, “Prospects and Analysis of Canadian Immigration Policy”

Other (e.g., events, conference participations, visits, etc.)
1. Titles and highlights:
- Special Lecture: Oct. 28, 2004, Dr. Graham Clarke, Director of Agriculture and Agri-food Canada, Animal Industry Division. Held at Chung-Nam National University.
- Special Lecture: Feb. 16, 2005, Mr. Brian Ramsey, Director of Canadian Language Institute, Seoul, Korea. Held at Chung-Nam National University.

2. Titles and highlights:
- Canada Week Festival: Nov. 15-18, 2004. K.H. Ryu, Canadian Embassy, Korea, “Working Holiday Program”; Dr. Chan-soo Cho, Professor in Department of Canadian Studies at Kangnam University; Sookmyung Women’s University Student Theatrical Group performing “Anne of Green Gables” in English; Education seminar by Canadian Education Center; Canadian books display; Film screening. Kangnam University. In cooperation with Sookmyung Women’s University.
- Canada Week Festival: March 21-24, 2005. Marius Grinius, Canadian Ambassador to Korea, “Prospects of Korea-Canada Relations for the Future”; Dr. Kwang-il Tak, Professor, Center for Field Studies, Bamfiled, B.C., “Eco-Tourism in the Province of British Columbia”; Amos Kim, Director, Canada Beef Federation, Korea “Canada Livestock Industry in Korea-Canada Trade”; Prof. Daniel Drache, Director, Robarts Center for Canadian Studies, York University, Ontario; Canadian Films screening; Canadian Tourism Exhibition; Canadian Books Exhibition; Canadian Animations Exhibition; Student services to recruit students to the Canadian Studies Program at Kangnam University.

3. Titles and highlights:

4. Titles and highlights:
FRP Proposal Topic Recipients: Three
FEP Proposal Topic Recipients: Two

Up-coming activities: or events
Title and highlights
- We are still planning upcoming events, such as the Annual International Conference, Distinguished Lecture Series, and Canada Festivals.
Mexican Association for Canadian Studies

1) President / Président
Guillermo E. Ibarra Escobar

2) Constitution
(year/année)
1992

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes
(number/nombre)
CISAN-UNAM
MEEUC-UAS

4) Members / Membres
(number/nombre)
Individual/Individuel : 250
Institutional/Institutionnel : 2

5) Web site / Site Web

6) Activités / Activities
(conference, colloquia, etc./conférence, colloques, etc.)
XI AMEC’s Conference : Challenges of multiculturalism in the new reality of North America

7) Publications
(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)
Revista Mexicana de Estudios Canadienses
Nos. 7 and 8

8) Youth / Jeunes
(awards, theses, prizes, etc./prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)
América Lizárraga master thesis.
Tesia Lara Bojórquez producing and conducting our radioprogram
6 students on the North American Mobility Program

9) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres
Participation of academic and political specialists in our radioprogram
« Esto es Canadá….en la radio »

10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC
(number and type/nombre et type)

11) Research / Recherches
(principal areas/sujets principaux et projets)

12) Up-coming activities/events /
     Activités/événements à venir
Recently inaugurated new Executive Committee will inform

13) Summary statistics / Sommaire statistique
(e.g. number of theses, agreements, courses, seminars/p. ex. nombre d'accords, thèses, cours, séminaires)
North American Mobility Program

14) Other / Autres
(agreements, important news, etc./accords, nouveautés, etc.)

(Maximum 3 pages)
Argentine Association for Canadian Studies (ASAEC)

1) President / Président
   OLGA CORNA

2) Constitution
   (year/année)
   1997

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes
   (number/nombre)
   Argentine Network: composed by 7 Centres:
   Centro Argentino- Canadiense Buenos Aires (Buenos Aires Prov.)
   Centro Cultural Canadá Córdoba (Córdoba Province)
   Centro Cultural Cuyo- Canadá (Mendoza Province)
   Centro de Estudios Canadienses La Plata (Buenos Aires Prov.)
   Centro Cultural Canadá- Tucumán (Tucumán Province)
   Centro de Estudios Canadienses Comahue ( Neuquén Province)
   Centro de Estudios Canadienses de Rosario (Santa Fe Province)

4) Members / Membres
   (number/nombre)
   Individual/Individuel: 283 as of October 2004
   Institutional/Institutionnel : UNR (Universidad Nacional de Rosario)/ARA (Asociación Rosarina de Afasia)/ UTOPIAS (Universidad No Formal de la Tercera Edad)/ Cátedra Internacional FODEPAL (FAO-UN; AECI- España; UPM- Universidad Politécnica de Madrid)/ ESDG (Escuela Superior de Diseño Gráfico)/ Instituto Médico Juan Lazarte- UNR/ Universidad de Santo Tomás de Aquino (Tucumán)/ Universidad Nacional del Comahue (Delegaciones en Neuquén y Río Negro)/ Universidad Nacional de San Juan/ Universidad Nacional de Cuyo (Mendoza)/ Universidad Nacional de Córdoba/ Universidad Nacional de La Plata/ Universidad de Morón (Buenos Aires Prov.)/ Universidad de Tres de febrero (Buenos Aires Prov.)/ Universidad Nacional del Litoral (Santa Fe Prov.)/ Universidad Nacional de Entre Ríos (E. Ríos Prov.)/ Ministerio de educación de la Prov. De Santa Fe/ Secretaría de Cultura de la Prov. De Santa Fe/ Municipalidad de la Ciudad de Rosario/ Radio Universidad Nacional de Rosario/ Radio Canadá Internacional

5) Web site / Site Web
   www.asaec.com

6) Activités / Activities
   (conference, colloquia, etc./ conférence, colloques, etc.)
   The Buenos Aires work is focused on several areas such as Social and Economical History; Health Systems; Industrializing Processes; Labor Systems, Social Policies, Urban and Regional Planning; Enviromental Policy; Gender Studies. The 1st Annual Seminar of young and new Canadianists took place in November 2004. Currently, its director is Cristina Lucchini
   Córdoba has focused its work on areas such as Economics; Agricultural Sciences; Communication; Legal Translation; Canadian Literature; Comparative Education and Educational Reform; Environmental Studies; Theatre; Animal Reproduction, Folk and Classical Music, among others. This Centre has developed the 2nd International Congress in
Cultural Heritage. The Director at present is Elsa Zareceansky.  
**Cuyo** develops its work profile on Political Sciences; Language and Literature; Social Communication, Fine Arts, Native Communities, Regional Development. One remarkable thing is this Centre has published many local scholars’ books in Spanish. At present, its Director is Alberto Daniel Gago.  
**La Plata** has focused its interest especially on legal areas, specifically Compared Law. This Centre, however, works on other fields like Quebecois Literature; Regular or Popular language in French and Canadian Literature; e- Learning; Mental Health related to Law. Presently, its Director is María Susana Tabiéres.  
**Tucumán** has focused its work on Regional Development; Technology Transfer; Philosophy; Psychology; Theology. This Centre will be the next headquarters of the ASAEC’s biannual Congress. The Director of this Centre is Pedro Lobo.  
**Comahue** has encouraged its work profile on Environmental Studies; First Nations Cultures; Trans-cultural Medicine, Multiculturalism; Tourism; Protected Areas, among others like Gender Studies. This Centre held ASAEC’s biannual Congress during 2003. The Director of this Centre is María Mercedes Rosso.  
**Rosario** has been ASAEC’s Headquarters for more than four years due to its large spectrum of fields of studies, and the transfer of Canadian technology projects in course (Education/ Community Safety/ Dairy Industry/ Family Medicine/ Language Disorders)

7) **Publications**  
(books, journals, proceedings, etc./ livres, revues, actes, etc.)

- Buenos Aires: « Knowing Canada » (filmic files); Article «The discussion on the development in the period between wars: the Canadian and the Argentine perspective»
- Córdoba: Legal Glossaries; Minutes of the 2nd International Congress in Cultural Heritage; Cordoba Centre Revue; Translation of «El viejo sofá azul» (The old blue couch) written by Seymour Mayne; the article «En Canadá también se ríe» (In Canada, people also laugh) was published in the local newspaper «La Voz del interior»
- Cuyo: Booklet Edition Spanish «Poder y Periferia». Author Dr. David Close. Memorial University. NF. Publisher: Cuyo-Canada Centre.

The Argentine Association for Canadian Studies has an editorial label called “Norte-Sur” Collection. Many books have already been edited under this label.


8) **Youth / Jeunes**  
(awards, theses, prizes, etc./ prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)

- Cuyo: Best Stand at Feria de las Naciones (Nations Fair) - VI United Nations Model.
  
  First prize: “Canada Stand”. August 6 thru 8

9) **Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres**

- Agreements between: Cordoba & Centre Collegial développement de Matériel Didactique (Montreal)/ Biogen (Córdoba) & Bionich Animal Health (Belleville- Ontario)/
Canadian Studies Centre in Buenos Aires & the University of Morón (Buenos Aires Prov.) Presentation of Canadá in the 2nd Art Biennial festival of Buenos Aires; Canadian Open Chair at the University of Morón; Seminar on Canada in the graduate course degree on International Economic Affairs (UBA).

Cuyo : Opening Sala Teatro-Faculty of Arts-UNCuyo by Director Serge Ouknine. UQAM. Quebec. Jornadas de Francofonia organized by Alianza francesa and Cuyo-Canada Centre.

FEP and FRP grants. Argentina has over 280 fellows combining the two programmes.

Currently being implemented in fields such as: Education for Youth At Risk in inner-city schools (second programme currently implementd); Urban-Community Security; Articulations with community institutions (Rosarinean Association of Aphasia, Utopias – Improvement of eledr’s capabilities); Satllite communications (for the UNR); Dairy industry. The latest significant project supported by the ASAEC is the programme on EcoHealth: Ecosystem Approach to Human Health Global Community of Practice, originated jointly by the IDRC, the GHRI (Global Health Research Initiative), and the CIHR (Canadian Institutes of Health Research). This project will be implemented in Rosario (among other several Latin American cities) by Instituto de Salud Juan Lazarte (as coordinator), and was awarded the first stage grant to devise the project. At this moment, we are waiting for the resolution of the award for the second stage.

Córdoba: Third International Congress on Cultural Heritage, to be held in Córdoba this year.


For over 15 years now, every one of the seven centers of the Argentine network have been signing and renewing academic agreements with several Canadian universities and institutions, according to the regional profile of each center. The latest agreements are: Agreement between the Córdoba Center and the Laval University, Ottawa University and Saskatchewan University.
Centre d’études canadiennes de l’U.L.B. (Belgique)

1) President / Président
   Ginette Kurgan-van Hentenryk

2) Constitution
   (year/année)
   1982

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes
   (number/nombre)
   1

4) Members / Membres
   (number/nombre)
   70

5) Web site / Site Web
   www.ulb.ac.be/philo/cec

6) Activités / Activities
   (conference, colloquia, projects, etc./conférence, colloques, projets, etc.)
   • Cycle de séminaires sur le Fédéralisme comparé
   • La citoyenneté dans tous ses états, (23-25 mars 2005).
   • Le Canada Inuit. Les enjeux de la recherche anthropologique en Amérique du Nord (2-5 mars 2005)
   • Contester dans un pays prospère. L’extrême gauche au Canada et en Belgique (19-21 mai 2005)

5) Publications
   (books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)
   Publication en préparation des actes des colloques Bruxelles-Montréal, Regards croisés sur l’Acadie, Mémoire de guerre

6) Youth / Jeunes
   (awards, theses, prizes, etc./prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)
   Bourse Pierre Savard paie chaque année un billet d’avion à un étudiant pour faire un séjour de recherche au Canada dans le cadre de la préparation de son mémoire de licence

7) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres
   Préparation pour 2005 :
   • La Banlieue au Canada et en Europe. Une perspective comparée (8-11 juin 2005) collaboration avec l’AFEC
   • The ties that bind. Accommodating Complex Diversity in Canada and the European Union (17-19 novembre 2005) collaboration avec le réseau européen d’études canadiennes

8) DFAIT grants / Bourses du MAECI
   (number and type/nombre et type)
   2004 : deux bourses de recherche (MAECI) : M. Frédéric et F. Bellarsi
   2004 : une bourse étudiant (1 mois) du CIEC : P. Visart
   2005 : deux bourses de recherches (MAECI) : S. Jaumain et S. Lemaître
   2005 : une bourse étudiant (1 mois) du CIEC

9) Research / Recherches
   (primary areas/principales lignes)
   Histoire des relations Belgique-Canada et des représentations ;
   Tourisme et guides touristiques ;
   Poésie et théâtre canadien anglais ;
   Littérature québécoise et acadienne ;
   Fédéralisme comparé ;
   Art inuit ;
   Dollarisation de l’économie canadienne ;
10) Up-coming activities/events
/ Activités/événements à venir

Histoire comparée de Montréal et de Bruxelles
Colloque sur les banlieues (avec AFEC) (mai-juin 2005)
Colloque sur les guides de voyages (mai 2005)
Colloque Ties that bind. Canada-Europe (novembre 2005)
Séminaire Fédéralisme compare
Colloque La ville dans les guides touristiques au Canada, en Belgique et en France (avril 2006)
Colloque Le financement de la recherche universitaire au Canada et en Europe (date à fixer)

11) Summary statistics / Sommaire statistique
(e.g. number of theses, agreements, courses, seminars/p.
ex. nombre d’accords, thèses, cours, séminaires)

3 cours spécifiques sur le Canada
Plusieurs cours avec contenu partiellement canadien
2 thèses de doctorat en cours
Nombreux mémoires de licence en cours
Accord CREPUQ (Québec) et avec de nombreuses autres universités canadiennes

- Le site web du CEC est devenu un instrument de plus en plus consulté par tous les étudiants intéressés à faire un séjour d’études au Canada ou qui cherchent des informations sur ce pays
- Le CEC a multiplié les collaborations avec d’autres centres de recherche à l’intérieur et à l’extérieur de l’ULB

12) Other / Autres
(agreements, important news, etc./ accords, nouveautés, etc.)

(Maximum 3 pages)
### Cátedra de Estudios sobre Canadá, Universidad de La Habana

1) **President**: Beatriz Díaz  
2) **Constitution**: 1994  
3) **Canadian Studies Centres**: 5  
   - At the universities of La Habana, Matanzas, Las Tunas, Oriente and Ciego de Ávila  
4) **Members**  
   - Individual/Individuel: 358  
   - Institutional/Institutionnel: 10  
5) **Web site**:  
   - [www.catcan.flacso.uh.cu](http://www.catcan.flacso.uh.cu)  
   - [www.conamuca.cu](http://www.conamuca.cu)  
6) **Activities**  
   - **New Centre**: A new Canadian Studies Centre (Cátedra) was created at the University of Ciego de Ávila.  
   - **5th Cuban Conference on Canadian Studies**: The 5th Cuban Conference on Canadian Studies took place at the University of Havana on March 16-18, 2005. It was dedicated to the 60th anniversary of diplomatic relations between Canada and Cuba, being part of this celebration official programme. The Canadian ambassador, Ms Alexandra Bugailiskis, Mr Jean Labrie, Director of Canadian Studies, Foreign Affairs Canada, and Mr. Gustavo Machín, Director of the North American Department, Cuban Ministry of Foreign Relations, inaugurated the conference.  
   - 37 papers were presented by scholars from 12 Cuban universities, research centres and NGOs: Universidades de La Habana, Matanzas, Oriente, Holguín, Ciego de Ávila, Instituto Pedagógico e Instituto de Ciencias Médicas de Las Tunas, Universidad de Ciencias Informáticas, Escuela Latinoamericana de Ciencias Médicas, Centro de Estudios de América, Centro de Estudios e Información sobre la Defensa and Instituto Cubano de Amistad con los Pueblos  
   - 3 Canadian universities: Dalhousie University, Royal Military College, Queen’s University  
   - 1 Mexican University: Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana  
   - Representatives of 5 Cuban Ministries: Ministerios de Economía y Planificación, Turismo, Comercio Exterior, Educación, Inversión Extranjera y Colaboración. Undergraduate and graduate students.  
   - The main topics discussed were: International Relations; Canadian Economy and Canadian-Cuban Trade relations; Canadian Tourism in Cuba; Canadian Cooperation in Cuba; Canadian Society: gender studies, health services in Canada; Canadian and Québec Literature; Canadian Music; Canadian Identity and Multiculturalism; Teaching Canadian Studies in Cuba; the History of Canadian – Cuban relations (Canadian presence in Investments and Trade, as well as in the development of Cuban Education); Canadian – Cuban mutual solidarity.
Provincial conferences
5 provincial conferences took place this year, respectively at the universities of Holguín, Las Tunas, Oriente, Ciego de Ávila and Matanzas. The following can be considered the main outcomes attained in each conference:
In Holguín: The presence of 44 Canadian participants, all of them specialists on foreign language teaching, from 20 Canadian universities and colleges.
In Las Tunas: The diversity of subjects in participants’ presentations, which included Canadian culture and history, Canadian collaboration in Cuba and aspects of Canadian Studies teaching.
In Oriente: The conference expressed academic links existing for many years between this university and Canadian ones (Waterloo, Ottawa). It was attended by professors and students from different academic fields.
In Matanzas: Devoted to the memory of Pierre Elliot Trudeau, the main subject was Canadian multiculturalism and comparative literary studies.
In Ciego de Ávila: It was centred on different aspects of Canadian culture.
In almost all the provincial conferences papers on different aspects of Canadian Studies teaching were presented and discussed
Representatives of the Canadian embassy in Havana attended several provincial conferences.

Latin American Network on Canadian Studies: (RELEC)
A Cuban representative attended the foundational meeting of the network, celebrated in Caracas, on November 2004. She was elected a member of RELEC’s secretariat.
The first meeting of the secretariat took place in Havana in March 2005.

SEMINECAL: The third SEMINECAL conference took place at the University of Havana, on March 14th to 15th, 2005. It was attended by
16 participants from 4 Latin American countries (Argentina, Brazil, Cuba and Mexico), and a representative of the European Seminar on Canadian Studies. A book containing the previous year SEMINECAL papers was launched.

Annual Meeting of the Cuban University Network on Canadian Studies
This year’s meeting took place in Universidad de La Habana, on March 15th 2005, with two representatives from each of the 6 universities in the network. Mr. Jean Labrie, from Foreign Affairs Canada, and Mr. Jeff Senior, from the Canadian embassy in Havana participated in the meeting. Each university representative presented reports of this year’s activities. Main lines for the next year working plan were discussed, stressing the importance of attaining greater visibility through publications.

Teaching
Teaching Canadian Studies is developing at a high speed. Undergraduate and graduate courses with a Canadian content are being taught in all the universities integrating the Cuban network. This includes:
Courses for English and French language students
A course on Canadian History was taught at the University of Havana
Several universities have prepared and are offering now courses for the general public and/or specific social sectors, mainly the tourist sector.
A course for High School students has been prepared at Las Tunas.

**Lectures by Canadian personalities**
Several Canadian personalities visiting Cuba gave public lectures of great impact:
Almost 200 professors and students interested on environmental education and public awareness attended Dr. David Suzuki’s lecture at the Aula Magna, University of Havana.
Specialists on International Relations from University of Havana, the Higher Institute for International Relations and the Cuban Ministry of Foreign Relations attended Dr. Robert Bothwell, from Toronto University, lecture on Canadian history and Canada – US relations.

**Presence in Social Activities**
Cuban canadianists have taken part in many social and cultural activities this year, many of them celebrating the 60\textsuperscript{th} anniversary of diplomatic relations between our two countries. The Terry Fox Hope Marathon is undoubtedly the most important, because it is at present a popular event in Cuba, gathering this year 1.3 million participants in the country.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7) Publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8) Youth / Jeunes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(awards, theses, prizes, etc./ prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate students’ research projects and graduate students’ thesis with a Canadian content are being developed in different universities. The University of Oriente organized a contest on Canadian general aspects, celebrating Canada Day, 2004. All the University students could participate by the Intranet. The first three places were rewarded.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humberto de Oliveira Lima representing ABECAN, attended the Cuban 5\textsuperscript{th} Conference on Canadian studies, with an outstanding participation in academic discussions. Several Cuban Centres undertook exchanges, mainly participating in each other’s conferences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC :</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 (1 FEP and 1 CLAA, 1 Cuban participant at the Summer Seminar)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11) Research / Recherches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(principal areas and projects/ sujets principaux et projets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Culture, Canadian History, Canadian Foreign Policy, Canadian Economy, Canadian social Development and Community Participation, Canadian Tourism in Cuba. The Section on Québec Studies, University of Havana, develops research on Québec literature, history, and society.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12) Up-coming activities/events / Activités/événements à venir</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The 6\textsuperscript{th} Cuban Conference on Canadian Studies, March 15-17, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of a new Canadian Studies Centre at the University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of Holguín
Provincial conferences in each of the 5 provincial universities
Two meetings of the Cuban University Network on Canadian Studies, in September 2005 and March 2006.

13) Summary statistics / Sommaire statistique

1 new Canadian Studies Centre
1 National and 5 Provincial conferences on Canadian Studies. These conferences have had a great social impact and enhanced the visibility of and interest in Canada and in Canadian studies in Cuba. Courses on Canada or with Canadian content are being taught in all the universities members of the Network. Research on Canada and on Québec is being conducted by professors, and by undergraduate and graduate students.

14) Other / Autres
(agreements, important news, etc./ accords, nouveautés, etc.)

(Maximum 3 pages)
Polish Association for Canadian Studies

1) President / Président
   Agnieszka Rzepa

2) Constitution
   (year/année)
   1998

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes
   (number/nombre)
   4

4) Members / Membres
   (number/nombre)
   Individual/Individuel : 119
   Institutional/Institutionnel : 0

5) Web site / Site Web
   http://www3.uj.edu.pl/ISR/kanada/

6) Activities / Activities
   (conference, colloquia, etc./conférence, colloques, etc.)
   3rd Congress of Polish Association for Canadian Studies &
   3rd International Conference of Central European
   Canadianists "Place and Memory in Canada: Global
   Perspectives"; 30 April - 3 May 2004 Kraków, Poland

   Days of La Fracophonie (devoted this time to the image of
   woman in francophone literatures and cultures); 8-21 March
   2005; French Dept., N. Copernicus University, Toruń;
   organizer : dr Renata Jarzębowska-Sadkowska

   Days of Canadian Culture (open lectures and meetings with
   Canadian writers, directors, Canadian film screenings etc.);
   27-28 April 2005; Canadian Studies Centre, University of
   Silesia, Sosnowiec; organizer : dr Eugenia Sojka)

   Journees Quebecoises (open lectures on Quebec literature;
   Quebec film screenings); 26-29 April 2005; French Dept.,
   University of Silesia, Sosnowiec; organizer : prof. Krzysztof
   Jarosz

   Culture and Space Mini-Conference – Canadian Studies
   Centre, Toruń, Nicholaus Copernicus University; organizer:
   prof. Mira Buchholtz

   Branach-Kallas, Anna and Piotr Sadkowski (eds). Dialogues
   with Traditions in Canadian Literature: Traditions in
   Canadian Literatures / Dialogues des traditions dans les
   littératures du Canada.

7) Publications
   (books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)
   Branach-Kallas, Anna and Piotr Sadkowski (eds). Dialogues
   with Traditions in Canadian Literature: Traditions in
   Canadian Literatures / Dialogues des traditions dans les
   littératures du Canada.

8) Youth / Jeunes
   (awards, theses, prizes, etc./prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)
   We try to encourage students to join by instituting programs
   allowing modest support for research trips within Poland, and,
   in the case of Ph.D. students, also abroad, and for conference
   participation. We have also recently started a “student essays”
   section on our website, to promote outstanding essays on
   Canadian topic. We offer the following grants designed to
   encourage active participation to all our members:

   Conference grants - allow to cover travel expenses for
   Canadianists (PACS members) who attend conferences
   outside Poland or do their research in European libraries. The
   grants are offered yearly in two rounds.
Library grants - to allow a partial cover of travel expenses and accommodation for undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate students as well as for other scholars (PACS members) who plan to do their research in the libraries of Canadian Studies Centres in Poland.

Best M.A. Thesis Award – This PACS Award is designed to promote each year an outstanding M.A. thesis on a Canadian topic written in Poland (in either Polish, French or English), and which contributes to a better understanding of Canada in Poland. The award is consistent with the ICCS's strategy of fostering a new generation of Canadianists: (awardee 2004: Marcin Gabryś – *Canadian-American Border Conflicts in the years 1783-1842*)

9) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres

Our strongest international links are with the Central-European Association for Canadian Studies (formerly the Central European Canadian Studies Network that PACS belonged to). For a few years now we have cooperated on the publication of the *Central European Canadian Studies Journal*, and other ventures. Last year we co-organized the conference "Place and Memory in Canada: Global Perspectives" in Kraków (Poland). PACS is also part of the European Network for Canadian Studies (ENCS).

10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC (number and type/nombre et type)

3 FEP grants; 2 FRP grants; 1 Graduate Students Scholarship; 1 ICCS-CIEC Biennial Conference Student Participation Scholarship

11) Research / Recherches (principal areas and projects/sujets principaux et projets)

Literature is the dominant discipline. History and social sciences are also well-represented. Among PACS members one can find experts in Canadian theatre, cinema and media, Native issues (history, culture, literature, etc.), environmental issues, Canadian history and literature (both French and English), political sciences, linguistics, sociology, culture and identity studies, gender and immigration studies.

12) Up-coming activities/events / Activités/événements à venir

26 – 29 April 2005 – Days of Quebec Culture – Rybnik, U of Silesia
Scholarly Circle of the French Dept. Students Conference „Québec - Pologne: Polish Quebec Specialists on intercultural, literary and linguistic questions in Quebec Studies”– Toruń, Nicolas Copernicus University, (8-9 December 2005)

13) Summary statistics / Sommaire statistique (e.g. number of theses, agreements, courses, seminars/p. ex. nombre d’accords, thèses, cours, séminaires)

courses on different level and in 12 university centres (including B.A. and M.A. seminars)

14) Other / Autres (agreements, important news, etc./ accords, nouveautés, etc.)

(Maximum 3 pages)
Central European Association for Canadian Studies / 
Association d’Études Canadiennes en Europe Centrale

1) President / Président
Don Sparling

2) Constitution
(year/année)
2003

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes
(number/nombre)
- Croatia – Zagreb
- Czech Republic – Brno, Prague
- Hungary – Debrecen, Budapest, Szeged
- Romania – Bucharest, Cluj-Napoca
- Slovakia – Bratislava
- Slovenia – Maribor

4) Members / Membres
(number/nombre)
Individual/Individuel : 165

5) Web site / Site Web
www.cecanstud.cz

6) Activités / Activities
(conference, colloquia, etc./ conférence, colloques, etc.)
- Regular conferences and seminars at national levels
  - Czech and Slovak Canadianists – annually
  - Hungarian Canadianists – biennially (in Debrecen)
  - Serbian and Montenegrain Canadianists – biennially
- Specialized conferences, seminars, etc.
  - International conference “NATO – Yes or No?”, 30 May 2004 Zagreb, Croatia
  - “Art in Context: Canadian Perspectives and Beyond”, 30 June – 3 July 2004, Maribor, Slovenia
  - Workshop on Interculturalism, 17-19 September 2004, Szeged
  - “Multiculturalism: Canada, Croatia and Central Europe”. 1st International Conference of the Croatian-Canadian Academic Society, 1-3 October 2004, Opatija, Croatia
- Summer school (University of Zagreb, 16-30 May 2004)
- Two French-English student workshops at the University of Cluj-Napoca, Romania – “First Nations” (1 June 2004) and “Canada and Colonization” (9 December 2004)
7) Publications (books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)


- *Proceedings* of the triennial international conferences of CE Canadianists (two volumes to date) – Vol 2 (Bucharest) appeared in 2004

- Books published
  - *Revolving around the Bible : A Study of Northrop Frye* – Janos Kenyeres (Lorand Eotvos University, Budapest, Hungary)
  - *How Nice to Meet Mr Findley Angry* – Ana Olos (Baie Mare, Romania)
  - *Infinite Horizons : Canadian Literature in English* – Monica Bottez (Bucharest, Romania)
  - *History of French-Canadian and Québeccois Literature* [in Czech] – Petr Kylousek (Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic)

8) Youth / Jeunes (awards, theses, prizes, etc./prix, thèses, bourses, etc.)

- Special CEACS/AECEC grants to enable research stays at the very extensive Canadian Studies library at Masaryk University in Brno (approx. 3,500 books, 125 videos) – 9 students

- AIEQ “Bourse Gaston Miron 2004” to Petr Vurm (Masaryk University, Brno)

9) Activities between associations or centres / Activités entre associations ou centres

- Attendance of six Central European Canadianists at the annual GKS conference in Grainau

10) FAC grants / Bourses des AEC (number and type/nombre et type)

- FEP – 9
- FRP – 6

11) Research / Recherches (principal areas and projects/sujets principaux et projets)

- (In order of descending occurrence): Anglophone and Francophone literatures, linguistics, multiculturalism, cultural and ethnic studies, geography, theatre, political science and international relations, film, law

12) Up-coming activities/events / Activités/événements à venir

- “Imaginaire du roman québécois contemporain”. Masaryk University, Brno, in cooperation with UQAM, Brno, 11-15 May 2005

- “Images of Canada: Exteriors and Interiors”. 2nd International Conference organized by the Yugoslav Association of Canadianists, Nis, Serbia, 21-23 October 2005
13) Summary statistics / Sommaire statistique  
(e.g. number of theses, agreements, courses, seminars/p. ex. nombre d'accords, thèses, cours, séminaires)

- Theses  
  - BA theses defended – 4  
  - MA theses defended – 16

- Conference papers delivered – 64 (in all eight countries of the association, plus France, Denmark, Italy, Macedonia, Canada and China)

- Scholarly articles published – 45

14) Other / Autres  
(agreements, important news, etc./ accords, nouveautés, etc.)

- Several works of Canadian literature translated by CEACS members (Davies, Richler, Martel, Cohen, Rooke, Atwood)

- 13th annual European Student Seminar on Graduate Work in Canadian Studies hosted by the Canadian Studies Centre at the University of Szeged, 6-9 October 2004

- Completely redesigned CEASC/AECEC website launched in September 2004

- One scholarship for the JFK Institute in Berlin

(Maximum 3 pages)